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What do they want from us?
The Parish speaks, pages 12- 13
CONCORD
A Powerful Touch
By jen Kuntz, page 15
Temperance of the Body: Virginity
By Christine Swenson, page16
Plus: Hot sex inAfrica, hot sex in the Bible, hot sex at the seminary, hot sex redefined, Theresa ofAvila makes an ecstatic appearance, and more...
First Things First
From the Mann himself
Letter rn    he tor 7hou Shalt. 0 0
N
By Natalie'Dessert
CancorrdMatra ingi-dtt€rr           By John Mann
y y hid'     Seminary Pastor
In 1525,' Martin LtuM r=rharried for '  atherine von Bora,
about which Luther wrote in a letter,"       l Adultery is one of theThere isa lot to get used ro in the
first year ofi arriag   ne wakes up in the morning and finds a pair of y
commandments that I think
y,  
the church should regularlypigtails on the pillov ch were not there before,' The%r love grew to e
new exclamations as Ler wrote another letter saying;" My Katie is
come at with a positive atti-
rude. When I translated this
in all things so obliginj& d pleasing tome that I would not exchange for our children' s Sunday
my poverty;for the rich pfCroesus' and" There is no bond on earth so School, I phrased it as fol-
sweet, nor any separatioti,so latter, as that whichoccurs in a g a lows: Mommies and Daddies
riage_" Our oft boarish anti bo"mbastic monk, Martin Luther, grew soft should love and take care of each other.
in the heart as he learned first=  rid what it means to fear and love God
In pre-marital preparation, I reminded cou-
so that we lead a. chaste and decent life in words and deeds, and each ples that" to have and to hold" is not a reference
lave and honor his spouse,
to holding hands. In fact, in these pre- marital ses-this issue includes writers who dare to take on the task of disct( 
sions, sexuality was the only area where I alloweding the.most private of human matters; the matters of both body and
heart. Naturally this topic provides ample opportunity for abounding
myself to wax sermonic. I usually listened to the
huinorl One cannot, and perhaps should not approach sexualiiand,,      couple talk about their physical relationship withP p' Pp y-
it giggles andsheep-      
one another. I would ask some general questions.
relationships without the occasional case© fadalescei€      
But then, my conclusion was usually a pep talkish curiosity. However, at its root, the Concord recognizes sex, sexuality about the importance of the promises they make
and all the relational matters addressed in the Sixth Commandment as to each other. They are the only ones who should
vitally important to human life. This commandment shoves u cares be meetingeach other's sexual needs. If the fail toa,:        Y
about what we dtrwith our bodres do so, that means that they will both be more vul-Thrs commandment blesses our bodies wit purpose, causing us to nerable to the attention of others.
vvnder,to which vocation our tidies will employ daily work, and to It usually seems like preaching to the choir at
whotnid"urbodies will share in relationship: The Sixth Commandment that point. Most couples preparing for marriageIok t reat deli ht to walk down the narrow ath of becorn in trul P P P P gg g P g Y put a pretty high priority on their sexual relation
han. Grid drives us to find a safe place for our nakedness, both in ship. But I would remind them that, in the midst
bty and soul,     of babies, work, deadlines, moving houses and
s Dr Bred Gaiser recalled," Some years ago mytoo-soon- gone former winter flu, their promise might fade dramatically.
eague Carl Volz preached a sermon on marriage in which he argued,      That is when I hope that they would rememberti, .
cCfntrary to the prevailing opinion ca£ he day, that marriage is precisely our conversation about what they had promised
a freeing institution. Only within the fife%ate commitment, he pointed one another.
out, can we dare truly to be ourselvesith cinesan(fther Only within the In fact, there are few things in life as exclusive
firm" bonds" ofmarriage are lovers free to look like themselves and not as married sexuality. There will be many others
like the commercials, to act like themselves and not like the manuals, to  ''    you love. There will be dozens whose company you
smell like themselves and not like the chemicals, and to give of themselves savor. There are probably more who you socialize
with no need of self-protection" ( Word and World, Winter 2003, 3).  and recreate with. But, the one thing husbands and
The writers of this issue braved taboo territory, t`esting the waters of wives are dependent on each other for is the won-
freedom in our coin munity to wonder about matters of the body and all derful satisfaction of physical union. Obeying the
its wonderful possibilities_Above all, this issue is meant to explore the sixth commandment is, in fact, being sure to take
gift of the body and the blessed gift of its many uses:, possibilities and care of one another so that each person's needs are
freedoms. F     //     satisfied. This is the promise you make when you
say you will" have and hold" each other.
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Inside from the Outside
Leviticus 14 revisited:
Pragmatic considerations for a postmodern premodernity
By Brian Julin- McCleary friend who is really struggling with what to Sex is messy. You might want to have a
M. Div. Intern, Corpus Christi, TX do about masturbation" conversation with few clean towels nearby. The profound and
As a 22- year- old student at Trinity my youth director Patrick during sophomore earthy truth of a mother' s instant message
Lutheran College, I often sat in the com-   year( the youth ministry veteran never let on to a son on the edge of life- long commit-
puter lab. There was a view of the Cascade for a second).      ment reminded me of God shaping people
mountain range and the cool winter rain
But that Tuesday morning at Trinity out of dust. It brought to mind the ridiculous
that contrasted well with the warm glow of a
Lutheran College my mother entered my beauty ofGod putting on mud and entering
dozen computer screens reflecting off indus-   
inbox and informed me, " sex is quite messy.   this beautiful mess.
trial-strength, royal blue carpet. A couple You might want to have a few clean towels Strange as it may seem, the quote again
weeks before my wedding, I received an e-   nearby." 
This did not come as too horribly came to mind in a hospital room while on
mail from my mother while sitting in that shocking, 
on account of my mom being a internship here in Corpus Christi. I was
room. It felt like the climax of my young life's
nurse and the fact that our family regularly stashed in a sterile, brightly lit ER closet with
sex education program.   
had frank discussions about bodily functions.   a woman and her husband of 63 years. He
As a boy of eight, I' d heard the legend Nor was the content of the statement a sur-   had been doing poorly but she never expected
about a stash ofPlayboys hidden somewhere prise to me. But somehow the moment felt that today would be the day she would say
in the woods near my house. I' d been sepa-   
like a graduation, an existential arrival into goodbye. I' d proclaimed the Gospel one last
rated from the girls with all the other fifth a world inhabited by something far more time to him and made the sign of the cross on
grade boys when Mr. Tonnis closed the substantial than Kathy Ireland' s glistening his forehead. Soon the beeping grew louder
drapes and turned on the reel- to- reel pro-   abs on Grand Cayman, more exciting than and as he held her hand he asked, " Where's
jector. In Mrs. Reed' s seventh grade Health Rosie Perez in " White Men Can' t Jump,"   my wife?"
class, I' d seen the PBS film," The Miracle of more beautiful than Meagan Veesey's calves      " I'm right here Fred."
Life," and gasped with both horror and fas-   in our eighth grade Industrial Technol-     " I love you Ally."
cination at hair-shrouded labia. I' d even had ogy class, and more furtively exciting than      " I love you too Fred."
the comically transparent" I've got this good singing
2LiveCrew's" One and One" at Pres-      And then he died.
byterian Camp in fifth grade.
Sharing a Coke in Cairo
By Tim Wrenn and Rachel Fuller Such conservatism towards sexuality can seem very limiting, but
M.Div. Intern( Cairo, Egypt) and M. Div. Middler it actually holds a certain sense of freedom. Walking around Cairo is
Dating in Egypt is about as much fun, for some, as dealing with free from any scenes of" Get a room," in part because kissing in pub-
the Visions and Expectations( V&E) question in the Endorsement lic is illegal, but also because of how important it is to show respect
Interview( you all know which one we're talking about). The" L" word for each other and others. ( For all the youth directors out there, pro-
elicits all sorts of reactions from young Egyptians. Cairo, not being a gramming is a bit simpler when you don' t have to worry about too
beacon of sexual freedom, leaves youths captive to only a few dating much sex in movies. Even the simple kisses are mostly edited out of
rituals and experiences. Tourists and expatriate( non-Egyptian) citi-   American films.) Of course, such strict standards also have their pit-
zens have to be very sensitive to the issues at hand in trying to be as falls. In order to show even friendly affection such as a simple hug or
politically correct as possible.       a shoulder to cry on, you must find a private space to do so.
When Rachel came to visit Cairo this past January, she had to be But of course, as any good American chick flick would have us
prepared for these cultural differences. For starters, something as sim-   believe, such conservatism doesn't do anything to stifle love. Valen-
ple as embracing at the airport was even up in the air: is it ok to hug?    tine's Day is one of the biggest and most widely celebrated holidays
For how long?The differences and similarities in dating practices in in Cairo. In fact, a certain pizza parlor was decorating for New Year' s
Cairo were explained as well as possible. There are only certain cul-   Eve with Valentine's Day decorations this December). As we reflected
turally acceptable ways ofshowing affection, some ofwhich may seem on the different aspects of dating in Cairo, one of the things that
very humorous to the Western eye. On a normal evening, couples can
never ceased to amaze us was that no matter how different the rituals
be seen sharing a Coke on a street corner or a doughnut in a dough-   looked, the affection and attraction are remarkably similar. The same
nut shop, sitting close together on a park bench or talking at a Metro giggling girls batted their eyelashes and the same teasing boys jostled
stop, but in all these activities, they are certainly not touching. We
and shoved each other on the streets. Close friendships were appar-
only felt comfortable holding hands in such places where other cou-   ent in the laughter and companionship evident in body language and
ples were obviously together; for example, parks and bridges. Due to conversation. As is apparent in all young couples in different settings
the necessary public nature ofdating, these areas of town are usually around the world, it's the mutual love that makes the tricky stuff—be
overwhelmed by courting couples. it strict dating rules or uncomfortable public pressure— all worth it.
Each year,almost 750,000 women aged 15- 19 become pregnant. Overall, 75 pregnancies occur everyyear per 1, 000 women aged 15- 19, this rate has declined 36% since its peak
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Inside from the Outside
American sex throughAfrican e esy
By William Obaga erosexual- only sexuality
Ph. D. Year t tends to give the impres-
Sex is one of the most universal taboo topics ofour time, though   "
While we debate about
sion, rather erroneously,
the degrees of the taboo may differ from one society to another. Often,   same- sex issues in the that church and society are
those of us from Africa and Asia, rightly or wrongly view Western US and heterosexual freely engaged in the discus-
societies as generally more open in regard to this topic. In the recent sion of the subject. In reality,
past, the issue ofsexuality has preoccupied people' s conversations in
issues in Kenya, there however, it is a subject that
private and in public. The subject confronts a society that already are numerous other sex-     
is rather taboo even at the
tries to grapple with various issues of postmodernism, of which therelated issues which
pulpit. But it is the church
spiritualmust ielevated sense of individualism and free choice are major character- thatP P
istics. It is also the period in which the concept of relativism, with its often do not find the light guidance even though it
attendant quest for the redefinition of the individual self and its rela-   of day in our Christian may be potentially divisive.
tionship to marriage and family are germane to the arguments th tTobe quite honest, talk-
now challenge the traditional understanding of" self" in relation to
conversations ing about sex has never been
society and its age- old norms. Sex is simply a moral and relational my strong point. For one, I
issue, hence a community issue. Since the church is located in com- come from, and grew up in,
munity, the debate on sex cannot escape the church' s involvement to a culture( Kenya, Africa) where it is taboo to talk about sex. Even more
provide spiritual guidance. Moreover, Luther Seminary as a foremost importantly," gay and lesbian relationships" are not an issue for public
institution and provider of the church's leadership cannot be at the debate at the moment, which sheds some light on the tribulations of
periphery ofsuch an important issue. It is from here that the church the Anglican Communion when the stance of the African and Asian
as a whole gains both biblical and theological insights for guiding churches is considered. I am, however, learning now to talk about
meaningful conversations in Christian communities.    sexuality issues which abound in my own Kenyan context. Unlike
To start with, the most emotional issue regarding sexuality in the same- sex relationship controversy that we do not talk about, ours
American society includes gay and lesbian relationships, which I will involve heterosexual behavior. Top among these is the issue of HIV/
be referring to as" same- sex" relationships. Despite the extent of pub-   AIDS, a problem of heterosexual relationships that often meets with
licity that the issue attracts, the church tends to be rather quiet about disdain and disapproval at family or community levels and is a con-
it, although it is not clear whether this is due to its divisive poten-   troversial issue in Africa, equivalent to same- sex unions in America.
tial. This, however, is not to be confused with the more conservative The HIV/AIDS victims are often shunned, alienated and stigmatized.
wing of Christianity.As in secular society, same- sex relationships are In addition, marriage breakdowns occur and, when death strikes, chil-
supported by some and shunned by others within the church com-   dren are orphaned. The latter, ultimate situation, has shaped Kenyan
munity. The recent schism in the U.S. Episcopal Church, which also society' s negative response to those infected with HIV/AIDS. Avast
triggered the wider split within the Anglican Communion worldwide,   majority of the victims and communities in the country are Chris-
is emblematic of the unhealthy situation prevalent in churches across tians. These communities have been ambivalent about this subject and
the nation because of this issue. Suffice it to say, this appears to be the church has only recently begun to address it. This issue involves
more hotly debated in secular and religious boardrooms, possibly due the infected individuals and the affected families and communities,
to pressure from pro- GLBT activism. This does not necessarily imply including the church. How should the church fix this problem? How
that the subject is discussed freely in congregations or in Christian should the church interpret the scripture and the catechism for spiri-
communities. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that families are affected tual nurturing and for the benefit of the afflicted and the affected?
one way or other, sometimes divided, when some of their members are While we debate about same- sex issues in the US and heterosex-
oriented to same- sex relationships. By extension, the health of con-   ual issues in Kenya, there are numerous other sex-related issues which
gregations may be equally affected. often do not find the light of day in our Christian conversations;
In the past, people in same- sex relationships kept their identity rape, incest, global sex tourism and modern day sex-slavery. I men-
hidden and chose to live publicly as heterosexuals to avoid being ostra-   tion these issues, which are by no means exhaustive, to demonstrate
cized. In recent years, they have polished their image and created a the breadth and depth of the sex debate so that we can try to make
middle way between the previous life of heterosexuality and that of sense ofhow to fix the problem, if at all. There are problems ofextra-
outcasts." Some may still be playing the old card. For those who have marital and underage sexual behavior, but rape and incest are some of
come out in the open, their new identity is slowly becoming normative the dehumanizing sexual activities commonly found among Christian
in Western mainstream society. Some questions for us to ponder: How Populations. Similarly, global sex tourism and sex slavery are some
should Christians best handle this new situation? Should Christians of the most horrific sex- related issues whose victims include under-
engage the new culture with the love of Christ and adjust their per-   age children and women from third world nations who are constantly
spectives to same- sex relationships as well?Are the alternatives socially targeted by barons of global sex tourism and international human
imposed in terms of either endorsing or rejecting same- sex relation-   trafficking. Is there a need for a meaningful and biblical Christian
ships?Are the Bible and Christian teachings clear enough in guiding response to the myriad sex-related issues? Or should we simply bury
this conversation conclusively? The activism of pro- GLBT and het-   our heads in the sand?
in 1990.• A WWII slogan read," Don' t Forget—Put it on before you put it in!"• The reasons teens give most frequently for having an abortion are concern about how having a
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Inside from the Outside
Hot sex on the mission ell
By Mark Nygard parish took a second wife, I was, after a lengthy counseling session
Ph. D. Year 4 with him, able to rationalize it as a misunderstanding. Surrounded
When the editors called me to see if I would write an article on by a polygamous culture, he just hadn't digested the biblical admo-
Hot Sex on the Mission Field," the first thing that came to mind
nitions to faithfulness to one wife yet, I told myself.At least, now he
was climate. In northern Cameroon or Senegal, " hot sex" obviously knew. When not long afterwards I heard he had taken his third wife,
suggests marital bliss when it's 100 degrees Fahrenheit, the normal I was dumbfounded." Oumarou!" ( not his real name), I said to him.
bedtime temperature in late dry season. So my first response to the   " How could you do this!?" He smiled uneasily at me and said one word:
editors is, " It gets better after the rains have begun." But I suppose   " Lust." What American could have named the sin so decisively? Lesson
that's not what they had in mind. Lesson number one from the mis-   
number five: our dear Lord died on the cross to save sinners, sexual
sion field: sex is often misunderstood.     and otherwise. Why, again, are we so terribly, terribly surprised!?
My second thought was about the hot sexy rumor that went out So, thank the Lord for hot sex on the mission field. It was a risky
over the two-way radios that used to keep us in contact with the other thing for God to do, giving us such an exceptional avenue for affec-
mission stations before cell phones. The static was bad that morn-   tion. But then, he's a risky kind of God. With a God like this around,
ing when Garoua Boulai station asked for advice from our mission there' s no telling what might happen next.
director in Ngaoundere, and it was not clear what had happened." A
woman had been caught spending the night with Nygard?! Is that
what you said? Say that again. Nygard! Not Nygard?Ahhh, night Theological Superhero of the Month:
guard. A woman was caught spending the night with the night guard!"
A relief to me that they got it straight. Lesson number two from the       _    Theresa of Avila
mission field: stories about sex are often misunderstood.     
What about hot grubs on the mission field? There was a
certainAMm
s
kind of fly in Cameroon that laid its eggs on drying laundry. When art his hand a long spear of gold, and at the iron' s
you wore your clothes, unless you ironed them well, the hatching point there seemed to be a little fire. He appeared to me
microscopic eggs found themselves against a ready-made grub nurs-
ery, the human skin. Entry into the nursery was painless— you never to be thrusting it at times into my heart, and to pierce
knew you had them— but the exit became more and more obnox-
my very entrails; when he drew it out, he seemed to
ious as a boil matured that eventually burst in the emergence of a
well-formed white grub. If the egg was laid on your undershorts, the draw them out also, and to leave me all on fire with a
nursery could be an unpleasant interference with the kind of hot sex
the editors have in mind. While this did not happen often, it does
great love of God. The pain was so great, that it made me
suggest that good sex is not a clear shot in any marriage. Lesson num- moan; and yet so surpassing was the sweetness of this
ber three: every couple must be ready for the same trials and trauma
in sex that accompany the other aspects of our earthly life. Why are excessive pain, that I could not wish to be rid of it.
we so terribly surprised?
What about other women on the mission field?As I began to visit
my parishioners in Senegal, I realized that modest herding families
simply didn't have a" guest hut," and I was bedded down in many
places: on a donkey cart lashed to a tree, in a granary next to the corn
sacks, on a narrow stick bed with the man of the house, and so forth.
The memorable moment was the night I had been offered a real bed in r,
a but to myself, and, as I was settling down, the herder's wife came in
and got ready to spend the night in a child' s bed at the foot ofmy own.
I lay there in the lantern light for a couple of minutes, trying to digest
the ramifications of my plight, and I realized that in the long hours
ofdarkness ahead, it would be my word against hers. How do you go
z
to your hospitable host and tell him as graciously as possible that you
can't sleep with his wife in the same hut? Here is delicate missionary
diplomacy tested to the limit. Lesson number four: in a fallen world,
a terrific gift like sex requires the law to keep us all in line.    
Any hot sexual scandals in a parish on the mission field? Ofcourse. 9
Forde calls it solidarity in sinfulness. Whether Americans, Cameroo-
nians or Senegalese, we are, in this respect, not that much different
from one another. When a recently baptized fellow in my Senegal
baby would change their lIves, inability to afford a baby now and feeling insufficiently mature to raise a child.• You burn about 200 calories during 30 minutes ofactive sex.• The
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Perspectives
Let's talk
By Terry Fretheim Consideration of change could bring greater clarity to
Professor of Old Testament our hermeneutical reflections regarding these and related
By the time this issue of Concord appears, a new ELCA Social matters.
Statement regarding human sexuality and recommendations " on 3.   Change is in the best interests of the life, health, and
changes to any policies that preclude practicing homosexual per-    well-being of the human community. To take the issue of
sons from the rosters of this church" will have been recommended health: given the threat of,say, sexually transmitted dis-
to the 2009 ELCA Churchwide Assembly. It invites response. The eases, it is wise to promote committed relationships within
listing below is intended to contribute to one dimension of that the homosexual community( as well as the heterosexual
conversation.  
community).
When I was a member of the ELCA Sexuality Task Force
2002-2005), our responsibilities were more directly focused on homo-       
4.   We cannot with integrity promote faithful relationships
sexuality. I gathered for my own use several argumentsfor andagainst within the homosexual community when we condemn all
change regarding present ELCA practice with respect to ordination/     
homosexual practice. In the present situation, the church' s
commissioning/ blessing of persons-in partnered same- sex relation-    interest in and commitment to faithfulness in all sexual
ships. Other arguments could no doubt be cited. At that time( if not relationships is compromised. Change would positively
now) the arguments against change were better known. The number affect this compromising position.
and order of the arguments below, which assume loving, committed 5.   We would more effectively stand against abusive and pro-
relationships, should not be correlated with" weightiness." I welcome miscuous behaviors in the homosexual community because
further input and reflection. our stance would not be confused with a critique ofall
I. Arguments against change: same gender relationships.
6.   Much conversation, even media attention, regarding the1.   The basic understanding and practice of the church for two homosexual community often lifts up those elements that
millennia( a few churches have recently made changes).  are" out of bounds." By tending to the issues of faithfulness
2.   The biblical evidence, while consisting ofonly a handful of in relationships, we could focus more attention on the posi-
texts, speaks negatively about same- sex sexual practice and tive dimensions of life in the gay and lesbian community.
has nothing positive to say about it.  7.   By a focus on loving and committed sexual relationships
3.   God's good order of creation would thereby be violated within the homosexual community we may bring renewed
natural law). attention to issues of faithfulness within heterosexual
4.   Change could suggest that the church is" caving into
relationships.
culture." 8.   We could speak with greater compassion and understand-
5.   Change may split the church. Estimates differ widely, but ing to a homosexual community wherein despair and
we may lose 5- 15% of membership( on the other hand, we hopelessness are often present, especially among teenagers
may also gain new members). and young adults.
6.   Change will mean years of attention to this matter, perhaps 9•   Many gay and lesbian couples lead faithful, productive,
neglecting other important issues the church must face.  and responsible lives in church and society. One thinks, for
example, of their contribution to the arts. Change in the
II. Argumentsfor change:      church would give recognition to their contributions and
publicly give support and encouragement to them in their
1.   The life and teachings ofJesus, which again and again
various vocations.
reach out to the marginalized in his society, suggest a para-
digm for the church in its relationships to the marginalized 10.  Gay and lesbian persons often do not feel welcome in the
in our own time. Change could bring this dimension of church. Change would extend a more welcoming hand
the message of the Gospels to renewed attention in the to this community, as well as to those heterosexuals who
church.      stand in solidarity with them.
2.    A case can be made from the biblical witness that ideas 11.  Much unfounded fear and suspicion regarding homosexu-
regarding homosexual orientation and mutually commit- als is present in society. Change in the church would send a
ted same- gender relationships were not available to that signal that could help ameliorate those fears.
world. If accurate, use of the relevant biblical texts in this 12.  Many Christian churches have been publicly condem-
discussion should not be interpreted in as clear-cut a way as natory, not simply ofhomosexual practice, but of the
often thought. In addition, a careful study of biblical views homosexual community more generally. Change would
of a changing creation might suggest ways in which same-
gender relationships could be recognized and affirmed.     
Let' s talk to page 8
average shelf-life of a latex condom is about two years.• Sixty percent of teens younger than 18 who use a clinic for sexual health services say their parents know they are there.
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Perspectives
Sexuality in theology
By Roland Martinson and social sciences corroborate this biblical as to whether, when, how many and what
Write about sexuality in theology in 900 assertion. They see self-perceptions of one's kind of children. Abortion and intra-uterine
works or less," she said. Impossible, I thought.   manhood or womanhood to be major contrib-   testing and imaging add to the possibilities
What, in a few words, does one say about utors to a person's self-understanding, place of greater nuanced selection ofprogeny. Test
such expansive and complex matters that in community and sense ofworth. Human tube fertilization and embryo implantation
have, from the beginning of time, intersected anatomy and physiology distinguish persons spark hope for the infertile; they also generate
with one another with paradoxical, mixed as females or males. Psychologists and soci-   ethical questions of individual and societal
and destructive outcomes? Might one cite St.   ologists speak of sexuality's function in the responsibility. The ethical and the legal chal-
Augustine and his distorted views of sex that formation of male or female consciousness lenges emerging from these new discoveries
still survive in some quarters? Does one point and roles.  point to the complex role of human sexuality
to the tricky hermeneutical task of under-      So, theologians and social scientists have in creating another person... or the next gen-
standing what is said about sexuality in any asserted that sexuality is constitutive, essen-   eration( witness uproar over the recent birth
biblical or theological text? Does one focus tial to the self. Furthermore, they regularly of octuplets to a single mom who already has
on the many powerful contemporary issues describe sexual identity as the confluence six children).
that occupy Christians, including the ELCA.   or interactivity of five dimensions of being Companionship:" Then the Lord God said,
With such little time and space, and in a weak human: 1) sex: biological; 2) sexual self-  ` It is not good that the man should be alone'...
moment, I consented to do this" USA Today"   understanding: psychological; 3) sexual roles:    and the rib which the Lord God had taken
version ofsexuality and theology. sociological; 4) sexual orientation: biological,   from the man God made into a woman and
Most biblical texts and the mainstream psychological and sociological; and, 5) sexual brought her to the man. Then the man said,
of Christian theology understand sexual-   character: spiritual and ethical. This at last is bone of my bones, and flesh
ity to be a primal individual and corporate David Halperin, a sexologist and ethicist of my flesh..."' From sexuality comes desire
dimension of human existence; sexuality is writes:" Sexuality... turns out to be something for the other. Women and men are drawn
for perpetuating human physical existence;    more than an exogenous principle of motiva-   into relationships that can overcome loneli-
it is an essential element of personhood; and,   tion outwardly expressed by the performance ness. To be sexual is to need to" know and be
it is at the heart of community formation. In of sexual acts; it is a mute power subtly and known, to love and be loved." Sexuality is a
Scripture, sexuality is at least portrayed as an deviously at work throughout a wide range fundamental force in creating community.
indispensable dimension of human identity,   of human behaviors, attitudes, tastes, choices,       Since the Reformation the relational
procreation, companionship and co- creativity gestures, styles, pursuits, judgments, and dimension of sexuality has assumed greater
as well as a source of great pleasure. Further-   utterances. Sexuality is thus the inner most import in the work of Christian theologians.
more, in the Bible this essential dimension part ofan individual' s human nature. It is the James Nelson, a Christian ethicist writes:
of human existence is everywhere present in feature of a person that takes longest to get to   " Sexuality thus is a deep human energy driv-
God's relationships with humankind and know well, and knowing it renders transpar-   ing us toward bonding and compassion, and
humankind' s understandings and response ent and intelligible to the knower the person without it life would be cold and metallic.
to God.    to whom it belongs. Sexuality holds the key Even in its distorted and destructive expres-
Identity: "And God said: ` Let us create to unlocking the deepest mysteries of the sions, sexuality betrays this fundamental
humankind in our image...' So God cre-   human personality; it lives at the center of longing. It is God-given for no less than
ated humankind in God' s own image, in the hermeneutics of the self."    that."
the image of God he created them, man Procreation: " And God blessed them,       Good sexuality is nurtured by and
and woman God created them." Lisa Sowle and God-said to them, `Be fruitful and mul-   nurtures intimacy and is focused and pro-
Cahill, a Roman Catholic ethicist, writes of tiply..."' Sex is for propagating the race and tected through boundaries. When sexuality
these verses: " Humanity is essentially male the next generation. It is primal and power-   becomes bad and the occasion for evil, it is
and female. Man and woman are created for a ful. Out of the bodies and lives of woman through clear boundaries and healthy inti-
physical, procreative, psychological and social and man additions are made to the species.   macy that evil is curbed and wounding
partnership, which presupposes sexual differ-   Sexuality is a fundamental means of human healed. Even as sexuality creates intimacy,
entiation but not hierarchy." Humanity takes survival and construction of culture. Dr. Ter-   it requires intimacy for its own formation
particular form in people's existence as he or ence Fretheim cites this activity as evidence of and integration; even as sexuality produces
she lives into their sense of themselves. In God drawing humankind into participation boundaries, it requires boundaries for its own
this unfolding, every person lives out answers in God's ongoing processes of creation. formation and integration. Psychologists,
to the questions: What does it mean to be Scientific technology increases the pos-   sociologists and Christian ethicists teach us
woman?Man?What kind ofwoman or man sibilities and complicates the processes of there is finally no intimacy without bound-
am I? Does God, do I, do others respect my reproduction and social structuring, thus pro-   aries; there are finally no lasting boundaries
and others womanhood or manhood?   viding ever increasing challenges for theology without intimacy. Intimacy and boundaries
Much Christian theology and common especially Christian ethics. Birth " control"
human experience, as well as the physical today provides persons and couples options Sexuality in theology to page 8
Among those whose parents do not know, 70% would not use the clinic forprescription contraception if the law required that theirparents be notified.- SexCan Wait,Masturbate!
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Perspectives
Let' s talk from page 6
send a clear signal that such a stance has been countered by 2.   ' Thorough assessment of the theological and ethical issues
a key segment of the Christian community.       at stake.
13.  Gays and lesbians are often the special and undeserving 3.   Gathering and consideration of data/ resources from the
victims ofprejudice, even cruelty, in church and society. various sciences.
Change in the church would have a positive impact on 4.   Discernment ofways in which Christians who disagree on
public opinion and on this unfortunate dimension of our
this topic can engage in a fruitful conversation.
life together.
14.  Increasing numbers ofgay and lesbian couples have chil-   
5•   Careful study of the recommended ELCA Social Statement
and related recommendations.
dren, either by birth or adoption. It is of considerable
import that these children be able to grow up in an atmo-  
6.   How do we best decide what is good for the neighbor?
sphere that is as free as possible from stigmatization and 7.   What is in the best interests of the life and health of our
ridicule. Change in the church would contribute to a communities? We need to work on definitions of" life" and
healthier context for these children.      health." What questions might be formulated that would
enable us to get at these central concerns?
Among key issues to address: 8.   Special attention might be given to" ministry to place," a
1.   Careful work with the pertinent biblical texts.    kind of" local option"( see TEEM program).
Sexuality in theology from page 7
in their delicate tensions, rhythms and bal-   divinest consolation is contained in human-   sciences find impetus in the motivation and
ances are constitutive not only ofsafe sex but ity itself...but our eyes should be a shade expression flowing in part from sexual energy,
full sexual experience and expression.   more perceptive, our ears be more receptive,   imagery and thought.
The sixth commandment: " You shall the taste of a fruit should be absorbed more Sin, Sex and Salvation: While sexuality in
not commit adultery," and Luther's expla-   completely, we should be capable of enduring itself and its purposes are good and delightful,
nation: " We should fear and love God, and more intense smells, and be more alert and there is more that must be said. Every imagin-
so we should lead a chaste and pure life in less forgetful when we touch and are touched,   able power of evil to distort, alienate, wound
word and deed, each loving and honoring his so that in our most immediate experiences and destroy manifests in human sexuality.
wife or her husband," are a classic theological we might find consolations which are more Historians, sociologist, novelists, ethicist,
expression of the spirit and substance of this convincing, stronger and more valid than the theologians, etc. are everywhere working
essential relationship of boundaries and inti-   most overwhelming sorrow."     the abuse, injustice, immorality and hurt sur-
macy in the nature and purpose ofsexuality.       Sexuality is a fundamental source of rounding sexuality and its expression.
Pleasure:" O that you would kiss me with human refreshment and satisfaction.       The trail ofhuman brokenness left in the
the kisses ofyour mouth! For your love is bet-      Co- creativity and Partnership:" And God wake of distorted sexuality is universal, pain-
ter than wine, your anointing oils are fragrant,   blessed them, and God said to them...' Fill ful and immediate. The numbers of people
your name is oil poured." The Song of Solo-   the earth and subdue it; and have dominion experiencing sexual oppression, powerless-
mon drips with sexual delight. Desire drives over the- fish of the sea and over the birds ness and abuse escalate in a global society
the lovers; separation torments them; satisfac-   of the air and over every living thing which driven by the adversarial brokering ofpower;
tion swells in praise of the beloved. Sights and moves upon the earth..."' In partnership with these include at the least children, women,
sounds attract and fulfill; smell and touch each other and God, woman and man exer-   men, gays, straights, minorities. The creative
exult the spirit. Beards and breasts, bellies cise positions of privilege and power, shaping power of God, the life, death and resurrec-
and bodies cavort in reverie. In their sexual the unfolding of nature and history so that tion ofJesus Christ and the power of the Holy
excitement the woman and man delight not all are cared for and life is sustained. In their Spirit can sustain and work healing and rec-
only in each other but in the fruits, flowers,   common work, woman and man" form" each onciliation in this sexual malaise. Christian
trees, and fountains of living water around other even as they shape the rest of nature and communities as immediate as our Luther
them.      history. Through knowing the other, needing Seminary community and as expansive as
In sexuality God is reminding human-   the other, sharing authority and responsibil-   the whole Christian Church are called to be
kind that life is eminently en- fleshed, that it is ity with the other, their mutuality becomes a the embodied power of sexual truth, libera-
through the finite that the highest ecstasy and crucible in which both man and woman are tion and healing.
deepest consolations reach into the depths of developed. In these cooperative enterprises,
human existence. Poet and theologian Rainer sexuality becomes a major source of inspira-   ( Adapted and revisedfrom articles written for
Maria Rilke writes: " It is certain that the tion and generativity. The arts and even the World and World, Spring 1990 and Summer
1994)
Women are most aroused by the smell ofpumpkin pie, lovender, cucumber,licorice and baby powder.• Dolphins hove prehensile penises.( Which means they can grab things
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Love and Marriage
Seeking a moreperfect union
By Dustin Nelson triangular and circular pieces ofpaper, labeling them with the family
M. A. Senior members from the list and laying them out in a way that represents
What is marriage?How is it defined?Furthermore, what is family?    their family. Included in the maps are mothers and fathers, sisters and
Many would argue that family is what you make it. This may very well brothers, grandparents, cousins, aunt and uncles, step- family, dead rel-
fit with the teachings ofJesus, according to the gospel narrators. The atives, ex- relatives, pets and friends who may have titles such as aunt
true kindred of Jesus was not his mother, Mary, and her other chil-   or uncle or brother. Basically, the possibilities proved endless when
dren. Joseph was definitely not acknowledged as father. Rather, Jesus it came to the lists from the students. One student even included her
looked around to the crowds that had gathered around him, saying,   
ex-husband' s previous wife, his current partner and the subsequent
Here are my mother and my brothers! Whoever does the will of God
children from these relationships. Next, the students were to engage
is my brother and sister and mother" (Mark 3: 34). in a discussion on the definition of family using their maps and lists.
Jesus was a Jewish man who left his own household and entered This was very effective. The students were visually opened up to new
into a household or family structure with other men. There may have possibilities. As seen in Levin's Understanding the Concept ofFam-
also been women involved, but ily, students are taken out of
for the most part, these passages
are
places where they
y4
are concerned with the men in
Awa"   
s
maybe once kept their family
Jesus' life. This, along with pas-     in a neat orderly box, but by
sages about eunuchs, lead to looking at other peoples' fam-
the early church's teachings on    .     :-    '_      flies and how they verbalize
marriage: celibacy as the norm,   their unique family situation
marriage as the exception. The t`      they are able to engage in these
new possibilities.
early Christians were so con-
cernedwith the return of Christ r t"?     As we have seen above, per-4:      --,`
that the began to break away i conal definitions of family doy g
vary, sometimes drastically.from traditional family norms
of their Jewish ancestors and y ;,   This is nothing new in anthro-4
instead formed new communi-      pology where there seems to be
ties, all waiting for the second an understanding that, as Jan
coming and the journey to a Trost found and remarks in
new life. This new liferedefined,      the International Encyclopedia
community. It set up new social ofthe Social Science, " there are
structures centered around the
a
no clear and objective bound-
common truth of Christ, not aries ofwhat constitutes family
lineage or marriage. Basically, what is found in the Gospels is an when it comes to the individu-
incoherent statement on family. In Mark, we find Jesus leaving his al' s definition ofher or his family and who its members are."
biological family behind and forming a new family of his followers.      These same rules can be applied to couples who may function as a
Matthew shows us that lineage is not the true sign of family, since married couple but are not seen as such by law, begging the question:
Jesus never claims Joseph as his father but instead declares to all that   " What defines marriage?" Is it a piece of paper, a certain ceremony, or
there is only one Father and he is in heaven. Luke's narrative is much
is it the love of each other and a shared life?When two people are in
like Matthew's, the only difference being heavier emphasis on Mary a relationship together— whether they are dating, living together, or
and the birth narrative.     sleeping together— and one of them steps out on the other, is that
John gives us the most depth. He depicts a Jesus who is gradually adultery, or is it merely when there is" legal marriage" involved?
separated from his family the further he delves into his ministry.This The history of marriage is rocky and diverse. For many cultures,
depiction also shows Jesus deeply in love with his followers. In the cohabitation began out of the necessity to survive. By sharing resources
end, there is some reconciliation with Jesus' mother, Mary, for she is and capabilities, individual survival rate increased." Marriages" were
the only immediate family member to witness his crucifixion. Jesus made so that two kin groups could share common hunting and gath-
allows those who are married to stay married but not to divorce, and ering ground, share food, shelter and resources. A father would give
teaches those who are single to stay single. his daughter as the payment of the merger. Because much has hap-
When we hear the word" family" used in today's society, what do pened in the course of history in the way we live our day-to- day lives,
we think of?Classroom research developed by Irene Levin and carried our rules on marriage, divorce and even adultery should also change
out with Jan Trost in Norway and Sweden has discovered that their With history. In today's Western society, marriage is constantly being
students' definitions of family vary widely. They do a simple exercise challenged: what is it, who is involved and how does it happen?How-
at the beginning of their classes on family. Before any type of expla-   ever, these challenges should be seen as a good thing, because since
nation is given, the students are asked to write down the members of there is diversity in the way we live our lives, there is, then, also diver-
their family. The next step is to form a" family map" where they take sity in those with whom we share our lives.
with it.)•Twelve percentofteen males and 10% ofteen females have had heterosexual oralsex but not vaginal intercourse.• A man's beardgrows fastest when he anticipates sex.
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Sex and the Seminary
Wexting' sex andsocial norms
By Joe Johnson 18 percent of teenage boys and 33 percent of young adults have elec-
M. Div. Middler tronically sent or posted sexually suggestive content of themselves.
A social norm is defined as" the rules that a group uses for appro-   64 percent of young adults say they have received sexually explicit
priate and inappropriate values, beliefs, attitudes and behaviors. These messages.
rules may be explicit or implicit. Failure to stick to the rules can result These practices can have very long-term affects, yet these practices
in severe punishments; the most feared ofwhich is exclusion from the are becoming very normalized. For youth and young adults there is a
group" (www.wikipedia.com). The rules society uses for appropriate great pressure to follow social norms. Ifyou do, there might be social
and inappropriate values and behavior, especially among youth and
benefits. Ifyou don't, you risk social rejection and exclusion.
young adults, is reflected in entertainment. Or maybe entertainment The sexual social norms are also exemplified in the popularity of
reflects society's social norms. Either way, we are seeing a generation   " reality" dating shows like the Bachelor, Flavor of Love, Temptation
ofsexual social norms that are different than generations prior.  Island, Rock ofLove, etc. But I truly believe that Brett Michaels and
According to a 2008 study done by the Rand Corporation, there Flavor Flav are not" reality" at all. We need to do a better job of com-
is a direct correlation between sex in entertainment and teen preg-   municating what is real about sex. When was the last time that you
nancy.A content analysis discovered that sexual content on television remember hearing something good about marital sex on television or
has doubled in the past couple of decades. Probably no coincidence,   in a movie? The reality is marital sex is typically portrayed as the butt
for the first time in decades, teen pregnancy rates are on the rise. But
of a joke or the lack thereof from the man's perspective.
it's not just the increase in teen pregnancy rates that give cause for I believe the church can play a role in changing some of these social
concern. One in four girls between the ages of 14- 19 is infected with norms by raising awareness. Although it can be an uncomfortable
at least one sexually transmitted disease. The most prevalent is HPV conversation, we owe it to our youth and young adults. We can work
Human Papilloma Virus), which is not curable.  together with experts, ex- deviants, case studies and media. YouTube,
In a generation of" texters," the practice of" sexting" has become Facebook and texting can be dangerous for youth, but they also can
the latest trend. According to a study by the National Campaign to be an agent of change. We can build coalitions and alliances, gain
Support Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy, 22 percent of teenage girls,   publicity and increase support through smart social networking.
Lets talk about sex,  baby
By Cassie Sauter Some people are offended with people blatantly disregarding V& E,
M. Div. Middler while others are offended for people so staunchly paying attention to it.
Sex has always been a tricky topic to talk about. I remember once Yet, although people may loudly voice whether they're opposed or for
in seventh-grade I was riding home with my mom after school in our V& E, there are few voices proclaiming they break V& E, with a few
awesome 1992 Ford Aerostar minivan. I had the radio set to 101. 3 other voices bragging that they, themselves, completely adhere to it.
KDWB, per usual, when all of a sudden I heard" Spinderella cut it up I re- read V& E to see ifpulling out some phrases of the sexual Ion-
one time..." blast from the speakers. I panicked, knowing what line duct paragraph could help begin an open conversation on sex. But
was coming. Fear seized me as my hand flew to change the station really, it just raises a lot of questions. For example, what exactly is
as fast as possible before the next line of the Salt-N-Pepa-song could sexual promiscuity?When they say chaste, what do they mean?And
be heard: " Let's talk about sex, baby." Let's talk about sex? With my how are married couples to remain chaste? Looking at V& E with the
mom?Right now?No, thank you! Fast- forward twelve years. While baseball metaphor leads me to ask if I can run the bases, but just not
I know that in many regards I have matured into adulthood, for cross home plate. Is it okay for me to round third, dashing towards
some reason, particularly in the seminary setting, I find myself hav-   home, but before crossing home plate, run back to third?Should I
ing a similar response. Let's talk about sex? With you? Right now?    avoid running any bases? So if I decide to not play, is it okay for me
No, thank you!      to watch others play the game? Can I play baseball all by myself? If
I suppose part of this aversion to talking openly about sex results there's no homerun but there are fireworks, is that breaking V&E?
from a pesky paragraph of Vision and Expectations( V& E). While And what does V& E think about pick-up lines? If I say to a cute boy,
V&E is a document regarding the Evangelical Lutheran Church in   " If you were a laser you' d be set on stunning!" am I breaking the com-
America's vision for ordained ministry contained in four categories mands ofV& E?What if I asked the stud in my synoptic gospels class
with many subheadings), it seems that when candidacy committees if he wanted to" go synoptic" later, is that breaking V& E?
ask ifyou are" following V&E" they really are only asking about the Really, the questions that arise from reading V& E would be a
small paragraph on" sexual conduct." Candidates smile and nod, indi-   good place to begin an open conversation about sex here in our com-
cating" of course I' m following V& E! Next question, please."   munity. None of us are in seventh- grade. None of us are sitting in
Even talking to classmates about sex and V&E can be difficult.   
a 1992 Ford Aerostar mini-van with Mom. So let's do it. Let's talk
about sex, baby.
A sexuallyoctive teen who does not use contraceptives has a 90% chance ofbecoming pregnant within a year.• When swans go on a date, they' ll put their heads together. Then
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Sex and the Seminary
Sex and carnageg
By Matt Metevelis become for many the closest thing to the divine, and for some they
M. Div. Senior have become the divine thing itself. If you don't listen to me, listen to
Sex permeates almost every corner ofpublic space in our society.   how" love" and" sex" are treated in Top 40 songs over the last couple
Images of the flesh dominate the commercial airwaves, billboards and decades. Malcolm Muggeridge explained the societal problem lurking
no doubt the imaginations of many, many people. A revolution in in the minds of many ofour cofirmands when he said," The orgasm
recent decades has promised us" sexual liberation" by means of tear-   has replaced the cross as the focus of longing and fulfillment." Sex
ing down repressive structures so that our urges are no longer bottled itself has become a God in our time, trampling all over Christianity
up. But instead ofgranting liberty, the raw power of sex and human With its demands of self-fulfillment and crass excess.
urges unleashed has turned so many into slaves. Our urges become
I paint such a terrible metaphorical picture for a practical rea-
greater tyrants than the morals we considered so repressive. They son. The way that the church as a whole has dealt with this has only
have forced women to conform to notions ofattractiveness and desir-   escaped idiocy when it has been downright shameful. Some areas of
ability at the cost of their mental and physical health. In the minds the church seek to fight the misuse of sex by erecting iron laws around
of men, women are constantly reduced and dehumanized into con-   it that draw arbitrary boundaries between people and reverberate in
sumable products through pornographic images. A cult ofyouth has the meaningless echo chamber of the culture war. Others think they
arisen which causes the aging to spend countless hours and dollars respond constructively when they remove all law from sex and attempt
sadly attempting to look young. The alluring idol of sex has its neon to baptize this era's cultural excess by equating erotic love with divine
altars virtually everywhere and demands terrible sacrifices from its love. Others are even more hopelessly deluded when they ignore it,
devotees. We see the ashes of these sacrifices in teenage pregnancy,   like the adult at the church where my fiancee served as youth director
diseases, ubiquitous pornography, abuse and shattered bodies. Sex,   
who told her not even to bother to talk to the kids about sex because
God' s great gift, sowed in our pretensions to" liberation" has reaped   " they' ll do it anyway." Instead of these futile paths as church leaders
a great deal of carnage.      we need to start talking about sex and sexuality in positive, good and
This has always been the case. Many Bible stories from the rape of relational terms rooted in creation as Jesus did. We must teach sex
Dinah oto the adultery of David and Bathsheba testify to the damage and sexuality as a divine gift that we must treasure, delight and pro-
that our brokenness has done to sex. There is, however, in the disjoint-   tect, but never despise. We must recognize the reality ofdisagreement
edness of the modern world, perversions which have made it much in matters of sexual morality, but never dispute that there is a moral-
more acute. Much of the carnage that we see is due to the demise of ity in the first place. The evils that the demons of sexual excess will
many of our shared notions of transcendence. Anything providing never retreat on this side of life, but armed with a good and healthy
any kind ofhigher meaning has been ushered out of the public square understanding of sex and sexuality's role in divine providence and our
and coldly shoved into the ghettoes of private life and preference. The created vitality, the church can at least put up a good fight.
result is that the extreme emotions and sensations relating to sex have
Life together
By Natalie Gessert and, as creatures ofhabit, it seems everyone menu of an older couple. " But I want the
M. Div. Senior is hungry or putting the kids to bed around pans to go here!" Then, through the left-hand
Dorm life always produced the never-end-   the same hour. It is a delight to hear clatter-   wall I hear the ruckus of their younger coun-
ing cycle of late night shuffles through the ing forks and knives brought from hackneyed terpart." But my mother would put the pans
hallways, hearing the intonations of a neigh-   drawers, plates drawn out of cupboards, and there!" There were, and still are, the peren-
bors' phone call and watching news travel
then to join in the waterfall running from the nial cycles of argument and war reparations.
from room 201... 202... 203... altogether upper floors all the way down as we all scrub I think we can recognize how strange it is to
too chronologically. There is often confusion
our dishes in unison. I find it delightful to live bare next to one another, listening to a
in the dormitories because life is disordered Participate in these homing rituals, even if it sneeze through study walls(" bless you!") or
among the residents. Singleness leads to a
is from the distance of a few meters, through the murmurs of a radio.
kind of time- quandary, wondering how to
a few inches ofplaster.       Late at night after I have put away the
determine the best use of the hours, being While it is a comfort to join in the Stan-   books, hung the robe, washed my face, peer-
yanked from one activity to the next.    
dardized motions of daily living, it is even ing into the looking glass just opposite my
This general confusion led me to move more interesting to listen to the ways the neighbors, I climb into bed and often hear
down the hill to the seminary apartments.   
folks around me find a means of stumbling the culmination ofa days' work. Tap- tap- tap.
Patterns there are synchronized, since most into a pattern together. Instead of the dormi-   Where there is no privacy in matters of argu-
people live with a partner. Husbands and tory shouts of" oh my gosh..." through the ments and eating, there are also no curtains
wives arrive home around the same time wall on the right I hear the newlywed argu-      
Life together to page 23
they stick together for life.• February is National Condom Month• Semen contains zinc and calcium, both ofwhich are proven to prevent tooth decay.• Eleven percent ofall U.S.
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Centerfold
Hot sex in the Old Testament
When learning a new language, the first must the woman become?The shoe!( Deuter-      Rehoboam, Solomon's son, makes an
question avid learners ask is often," will you onomy 25: 5- 10)   exciting threat in 1 Kings 12: 10- 11: " My
teach me how to swear?" The naughtiest Here we are introduced to a beast with father hath chastised you with whips, but
words in any language usually deal with the such prowess, no one would want to mess I will chastise you with scorpions. My lit-
same categories, time and again—and as we with him: tle finger shall be thicker than my father' s
will soon see, timelessly. "Swear words," are Job 40: 16- 17) " Lo now, his loins!" Consider Solomon's harem. This will
those spicy words in any language that speak strength is in his loins, and his be a problem.
about sex and sexuality, bodily functions and
death. We use these words as oftentimes a
humorous means ofavoiding these taboo top-
ics,  
Body
to speak about the thing without actually
mentioning the thing. WHE
The biblical writers were not exempt from MV
this altogether human phenomenon. The Thigh"   Stones"
holy book of Christianity, the Bible itself,    Gen. 24:2    '<       Deut. 23: 1
contains" whores and whoremongers; polyg-
amists and bigamists; homosexuals and
lesbians; incest, intercourse, circumcision,
castration, menstruation, urination, mas-
turbation, perversion, wet dreams, adultery,    " Loins"     Secrets"
fornication—all are mentioned." 1 Of course Gen. 46:26 Deut. 25: 11
when we consider the biblical cast of char-  
acters were altogether just as human as us i
today, naturally their daily work and dalli-     
ances into dark places would make mention
ofsex, bodily functions and death. From the
vantage point of a 21st century Christian it is      " PrivyMember"  Fountain"
a delight to find shock and amazement at the Deut. 23: 1 Lev. 20:18
ancient taboo vocabulary. But underneath it
all, is it really all that much different than our
modern list of lingual zingers?
Feet: They're not just made for walking.       force is in the navel ofhis belly. He Sex:
The baby shall come out from moveth his tail like a cedar: the Adam knew Eve... and she con-
between her feet" ( Deuteronomy sinews of his stones are wrapped ceived( Genesis 4: 1)
28: 57)      together. Go in unto my maid... and obtain
The scepter shall not depart from and grasshopper drags him-  children by her( Genesis 16: 2)
Judah, nor a lawgiver from between self along and desire no longer is 0 A man... to come in unto us( Gen-
his feet" ( Genesis 49: 10)  stirred." ( Ecclesiastes 12: 1- 5)     
esis 19: 31)
Here' s a double euphemism:" who, Grasshopper is yet another euphemism
a Jacob... went in unto her( Genesis
like you, will...drink water of their for the male. In youth, it would hop up with 29: 23)feet?"( 2 Kings 18: 27)   desire, but now, in old age, would fail to do
In the same day shall the Lord so. Support for this belief is confirmed by
When I came to her, I found her
shave with a razor that is hired, the context which speaks of failing" desire,"    not a maid( Deuteronomy 22: 14)
namely, but them beyond the river,    a word
that actually means " caper berry"    I went unto the prophetess; and she
by the king ofAssyria, the head,       ( Strong's Concordance, 35), which was used conceived( Isaiah 8: 3)
and the hair of the feet, and it shall as a sexual stimulant, but failed to help the
also consume the beard" ( Isaiah aged man described in this text.  
Thou hast humbled her( Deuteron-
7:20). The Latin word for acorn is" glans," bear-    
omy 21: 14)
ing striking similarity to the upper portion of      " Grind"
And if" feet" became the natural euphe-   
the male anatomy. The ancients commonly Ifmy heart has been deceived by
mism for the male sexual organs, then what
regarded the oak tree, which produces acorns,     a woman... then let my wife grind
I Sexuality and the Bible. Aaron, K.J.All information as" male." Ergo, Isaiah rebukes Israel for" the
in the` Hot Sex and the Old Testament" is referenced to oak which you have desired" ( Isaiah 1: 29). Hot sex t0 page 21Mr.Aaron's article, Sexuality and the Bible.
births are to teens.• In 1850, women used crocodile dung as a form ofbirth control. The waste was mixed with honey and placed in the hoode- hoo in hopes ofpreventing preg-
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From the Parish
Great expectations
By members of Holy Cross Lutheran Church( Maple Lake,       humor are very helpful in carrying on a successful ministry.Teaching
Minn.)       requires an ability to hold people's attention, to use props and other
At an adult forum on Feb. 8, 2009, members of Holy Cross teaching devices and to communicate with neither overly- lofty terms
Lutheran Church( Maple Lake, Minn.) shared their ideas about what nor dumbed-down language. Many members feel that an ability to
is important for pastors as they serve in parishes. These comments relate to youth is a top priority in most congregations.
centered on core convictions, practical gifts and behavior, as well as As for behavior and lifestyle expectations of pastors, many people
lifestyle expectations. Crucial to a pastor's ministry is a commitment feel that pastors are, in fact, held to a higher standard than others—
to faithfully preaching and teaching the Word of God, especially even other Christians— though that may seem unfair. The pastor's life
interpreting this Word without adding to it. Because God's Word is should not detract from the message of the Gospel, rather, it should
authoritative, the preaching and teaching of it brings both conviction support the message and reflect its worth. Parishioners are usually
of sin and the promise ofJesus Christ to those who hear it. A pastor quick to acknowledge that pastors, too, are imperfect and sinful peo-
must believe that his or her ministry, when grounded in this com-   ple. When their behavior falls short of the Biblical standard, they
mitment, is making a difference whether or not they see specific or should be up- front and honest, rather than denying the problems or
hoped-for results. Coupled with that is the conviction that others are misdeeds. There are situations in which deliberate, persistent sinful
worthy and in need of learning the Word. One good way to connect behavior disqualifies a pastor from leading a parish, even though on a
with members is to relate personal stories in preaching and teaching,   personal and spiritual level they may be assured of God's forgiveness.
connecting God's Word to today and to daily living.     A pastor's participation in community life outside of the congregation
Because pastors have charge of a congregation, they should pos-   provides a model for church members and becomes an invitation to
sess gifts in giving structure and direction to parish life and ministry.   others to join in church life.
An engaging personality and a love for people as well as a sense of
By Sarah Wernsing By Beth Olejniczak
Member of Shepherd of the Hills Lutheran Church( Fort Collins, Col.)  Member of Christ Lutheran Church( Valparaiso, Ind.)
If we really believe, as we say we do, in the priesthood of all I' ve been a Lutheran all my life, was raised in the
believers, we must also realize that this statement goes the other Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, and became a
way. Ifall believers are priests, all priests are believers. It is very dif-   member of the ELCA in the early' 90s. I've been a
ficult for parishioners to accept that their pastor is fallibly human,    member of many different congregations and have
maybe because we want so desperately to believe that it is some-   witnessed and experienced the lives and practices
how possible to get it right. But it is not. I've been asked here of many different ministers. What I have come to
to make some comments on how a realize over the years, is that pastors are very spe-
cial people who have been called by God to lead thepastor should conduct him or her
self. I feel uncomfortable in this role,   rest of us through our human experiences here on earth. God created
actually, because I think that hav-   each person with gifts and talents oriented toward specific purposes and
ing expectations of the pastor being a way of life. A minister's specific purpose is to share the Gospel of our
somehow better, more moral, or less Lord Jesus Christ, administer the Holy sacraments and to shepherd His
prone to sinfulness places that pas-   sheep. Lay people often idolize or place higher standards on their pas-
tor in a position that is impossible tors and expect them to lead more" perfect" lives when, in fact, they are
di to maintain. Again, I return to the just as human as everyone else. They, too, are tempted just as Christ was
idea of the priesthood of all believers.    tempted. I've known some ministers that experienced problems with alco-
What we hope for in a pastor should holism, idolatry and adultery.
be the same as what we hope for in As a member of a congregation, I expect my pastor to set examples
all believers: someone who loves God,    for the rest of the congregation by being open and honest about their
loves others and asks for forgiveness humanness. That doesn' t mean to say that they should befriend every-
when he or she fails in the first two.    one in the congregation, but I feel one should have a few confidants to
These comments were also intended, I think, to kindle dis-   whom they could turn. If single and seeking a spouse, I would expect
cussion about what parishioners expect of their pastor's lifestyle.    one to behave in a manner that is reflected in the teachings ofour Lord.
Here, I feel even more out of my element, since people far more If married and having problems, I would expect one to seek counseling.
learned and faithful than I have debated on this issue for hundreds If homosexual, I would expect one to be mindful of different members'
ofyears. I' m not sure that I venture to make any pronouncements,   views in the congregation. Ministers suffer just like anyone else suffers
but I have seen firsthand the terrible aftermath of a pastor's adul-   and some maybe even more because of the expectations that members of
tery within his congregation. It was a shattering experience. Even their congregations place on them. We all should lead Christ-like lives
and should remember that our leaders are human and sinful and may
Great expectations to page 14 need help too.
nancy.• The proportion of teens who had ever had sex declined from 49% to 4696 among females and from 55% to 46% among males between 1995 and 2002.• Male bats have
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From the Parish
WhIerefidelityfails. .  forgiveness
By Frank Johnson So I f---ed her," he ended story after story.   Never had I felt more attuned to the human
M. Div. Middler Nobody else seemed to care, but I was listen-   condition than when I found myself ponder-
One wintry night, I found myself playing ing intently. What months before may have ing the same kind of action that broke my
poker in a crowded garage amidst the tumult slipped off my back was tearing open scars heart a year prior. If only for a bout of com-
of rap music and beer pong, inundated with only freshly healed.       mon sense I may have played the perpetrator
smoke and boisterous chatter. The musti-      I was cheated on. I loved the girl more in a tragic role reversal.
ness of the room compelled me to step out
than I could say, saw no future but one I have seen fidelity fail. It has left me bro-
into the frigid air about every ten minutes.   
With her in it and yet, in one heart-stopping ken, fearful and alone. I have lifted my voice:
Yet, the company was mostly friends and
instant, it was over. Our relationship lasted Lord, if your mercies are new every morn-
the surroundings a sizeable break from the beyond that day, but our trust was shattered,   ing and your faithfulness great, then share
seminary scene. It was here that I was intro-   my
heart broken.  the wealth! Make us faithful! I have cried:
duced to Tony, a burly guy in his early 20s Over a year later, the scars are still ripe,  " Restore us to yourself, O Lord, that we may
who sported an earring and bleached blonde
though perhaps not so visible. I have faced be restored; renew our days as ofold; unless
hair. Between smokes and beers he regaled an internal struggle over fidelity, from react-   you have utterly rejected us, and are angry
us with his sex life, which was rather simplis-   ing strongly against faithless actions in others
tic though obviously quite pleasing to him.   
to flirting with cavalier relationships myself.      Fidelity to page 21
Great expectations from page 13
if a pastor is so fortunate as to find a congregation that doesn' t By David P.GessertMemberof Christ Lutheran Church( Fairfax,
deal in pedestals, that congregation is still made up of people who Va.)
trust their pastor as friend, counselor and shepherd. It is all too
easy to betray such trust with acts that do not honor God or oth-       Politics always seem to be an issue
ers. In the end, a pastor's decisions about" lifestyle" depend upon whether the issues are matters of inter-
his or her interpretation ofscripture and relationship with God. I
national, national or local concern.
am not a relativist, but I also do not like to presume I know con-   Living in the Metropolitan D.C. area, fir,
clusively how God feels about different lifestyles. At the risk of I find politics often take center stage.
being called vague, I will venture only to say that a tree is known Whether on television, the radio or
by its fruit. I come back to the hope I expressed above. Does the in conversations, national news is our
pastor love God and neighbor? Is the pastor willing to ask for local interest. As a result, political mat-
forgiveness? These stipulations, I think, are stringent enough if ters tend to come up even in our private
taken seriously.  
lives, such as home, personal interest
activities and in our faith communities. When running a church, most
pastors must negotiate the political minefield to answer the needs of their
By Gail Mannington congregation and at the same time meet the needs of their church and
Member of Christ Lutheran Church( Valparaiso,
Ind.)       individuals they care for from day to day. So I' ve been asked," What do I
expect from my pastor?" Most members ofany congregation know what
I do believe that church leaders are held is right and wrong. What they ask for is a church leader who will listen
to a higher standard regarding character and to them. They want a person who will pray for them and is with them in
personal behavior. When we hear the gospel times of uncertainty, joy and need. Pastors who get themselves in trouble
and teachings, as well as constantlyaskingare those who inject their views and own agendas( political, personal or
for forgiveness for our sins, we almost hold otherwise), rather than listen to the members' spiritual needs and respond
our pastor to angelic standards expecting with care and interest. I look for a pastor who cares about me and oth-
that he or she be a role model for the con-  ers in my community, despite the many differences among us. My pastor
gregation and community. We forget that must hold firm to the preaching, teaching, and care of the Gospel because
they are human like us and exposed to the same temptations and parishioners like me need that message, especially in times of need when
frustrations.     many of us forget where to place our hope. When my pastor is bold to
With regard to relationships of unmarried people, I believe share the Gospel, lives a life that is clearly thoughtful and reflective of
what you do in your private life is your business. I believe peo-   what the Christian life upholds, but reserves the caution ofjudgment and
ple who are called to serve by God already have higher standards personal agenda— This is the pastor I need and desire.
for their personal behavior. You should let your conscience be
your guide.
the highestrote ofhomosexuality ofany mammal.• The average person spends 2 weeks of its life kissing.• Seven percent of teen mothers receive late or no prenatal care. Babies
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Touch
Wye untouchables
By Jen Kuntz divisions. Think about your daily routine today. How many peo-M. Div. Senior ple did you touch? Who touched you?What objects did you touch?
The largest human organ is the skin. In area it covers between 1. 6-   Who and what did you avoid touching? How physically isolated are
2M2
to 23- 36 ft3. It provides an outer barrier of protection and keeps you? How isolated is the person you just sat next to or saw walking
all of our insides, well, inside. It provides insulation and can synthe-   across the room?
size Vitamin D. Loaded with nervous system connections to sense Touch. A friend of mine recently told me that to be emotionally
temperature, pressure, pain and humidity, your skin is vitally impor-   healthy you need at least 3 hugs a day. In a quick Google search I
tant to your existence. It's where our bodies come into contact with found numbers ranging from 4- 12 hugs a day for maintaining emo-
the world around us. tional stability, not to mention a wealth ofwisdom about how to raise
Touch. It's one of the five senses and a main way that people emotionally stable kids.
communicate with each other. It's a core element in ancient healing I' m lucky if I average one hug a week. I confess some of this has
practices and is central to the psychological and physiological develop-   to do with the taboos above( I don't often hug people 1 don't know at
ment ofpeople ofall ages( infant to adult). None of us came into the least a little bit about) and it also has to do with my busy schedule. I
world without first being touched. It'§not something we asked for or was also profoundly influenced by the taboos of touch from funda-
requested, but needed. Yet something so fundamental as the physical mentalist and evangelical youth groups I attended with my friends
contact between two people or a person and other objects has exten-   in middle and high school. Being a single person, I'm even less likely
sive amounts of taboos and rules surrounding it.  to be touched. The pressure many then place on significant others to
Taboo is more than just a challenging verbal game played by four fulfill all of their basic needs( even simple touch) is phenomenal. It is
or more people. In Western culture there are dos and don' ts about the amazing people can maintain any kind of enduring relationship. Since
kinds and means of touch that are appropriate. Consider the following our culture, society and religions have bought into the over-sexualiza-
from a website I encountered( http://www.zurinstitute.com/ touchin-   tion of touch( the inability to distinguish all touch from sexual touch),
therapy.html):       we simply make the rule to avoid all contact for fear that we might
Don't touch the opposite gender!" This taboo is based on offend, abuse, mislead or harass another. Yet our culture is so hungry
the belief or worldview that sexualizes all or most forms of for and malnourished of touch that we sing about it and attempt to
touch.       make up for it through virtual means. Remember the AT& T com-
mercial." Reach out and touch someone"? How about Blondie's lyrics,Don't touch same gender friends!" This boundary is pri-      '° When I think about you I touch myself?" Or how about the ipod
culture.
based in the homophobic fears prevalent in our
commercial, " My music is where I' d like you to touch"? Do Face-
book, MySpace and blogs ring a bell? Remember when we used to
Don't touch yourself!" This injunction stems, in part, have face- to- face conversations? Do we even know what touch means
from some religious and puritanical doctrines and phobias apart from sex? Is it possible to move beyond a handshake or a high-
around self-pleasure and masturbation.  five? The intensely blurred line( practically invisible) between sex and
Don't touch strangers!" This command is based on a cul-      touch only serves to intensify what kinds of touch we do receive. A
tural fear of" the other," or a paranoid attitude towards tap on the arm or a pat on the head or shoulder often takes me by sur-
unfamiliar persons and those who are outsiders ofone's prise. Thankfully I have friends who are risk-takers and aren't afraid
ownrou to break the touch barrier here at Luther Seminary.g p
Think about the people who are untouched or, perhaps more aptlyDon't touch the elderly, the sick and the dying!" This named, the untouchables. I' ve mentioned single people already, but
reflects a negative attitude in American culture towards the
what about the elderly, the lonely and the sick? Dare we touch them
elderly, the sick and the dying that manifests itself by seg-      despite our innate and created fears? Jesus did. You can't dabble in
regating them from the rest of the population. The sick and the gospels for long before coming across a story where Jesus touched
the elderly are often housed away in specialized board and someone or someone touched Jesus( try the first chapter of each gospel,
care facilities, where much of the time hospital staff do not for example, Jesus' birth and baptism). Taboos and rules ( theologi-
value touch as an essential part of care.  
cally translated" Law") about touch went out the second story window
Don't touch those who are of higher status!" This when Jesus showed up on the scene and called us to love our neighbors
unspoken rule is prevalent in our culture. It has been doc-     as we love ourselves. Are we bold enough to risk getting personally
umented that people of higher status or power touch those involved in another's life, breaking the touch barrier?Are we not called
of lesser status significantly more frequently than the to shed our hermetically sealed suits of flesh, abandon the costs and
converse.   touch those deemed untouchable? Remember that in choosing, con-
Now think about how often we subconsciously abide by these rules. sciously or subconsciously, to not touch others you automatically markyourself an untouchable.
Touch cuts across social, ethnic, economic, age and gender created
born to teens are more likely to be low-birth- weight than are those born to women in their 20s and 30s.• Donald Duck comics were once banned from Finland because Donald
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Virginity
Me waitinroom o ho e9
By Christine Swenson committed to whole virginity take seriously the power of conscious-
M.A. Senior ness. They are aware of their desires and perhaps take more seriously
I contend that classical virginity is nearly impossible in our sexually the task ofboth defining and living out what Jesus says about looking
aware society. For even ifvirginity in its strictest classical and histori-   upon others with lust. That sort of classic virginity is a dying trend in
cal definition— i. e., a young girl goes to her marriage bed shivering in modern society. It is difficult to be surprised on your wedding night if
naivete, unaware ofwhat awaits her there— may no longer be possible you've watched any number of movies these days. Yet, even ifwe are
and perhaps even deemed unhealthy,we can say that a type ofvirgin-   bombarded with all things sexual, there is plenty to be said about liv-
ity may still exist, though perhaps, in a subversive form. Virginity may ing a life without embracing sexuality with another until the time is
exist in spite of a sexually charged atmosphere, preserving a certain
right. It is difficult to shield our eyes from the sensations and desires
quality of freedom which many have left behind in their decision for
Popular media and society intend to stir within us– even the most
radical," free" love and sex. In an age of sexual addiction many have pure among us. However, sexuality is not intended to breed feelings of
forgotten how much less" free sex" actually disabuses the individual,   attack or invasion. Sexuality is a gift meant to be shared with another
despite what the sexual revolution says, when it flourishes outside the boundlessly and without guilt. As for making love, one of sexuality's
bounds of a healthy relationship, and"ideally a healthy marriage. most intimate forms of expression, marriage truly is its best place.
Classical virginity is nearly impossible, unless we are born into Only then can it bloom into all its intended goodness and excitement
families who create for us a culture-countering carapace. Instead of without feelings of uncertainty, anxiety, and guilt.
sexual safe-havens, which may provide troubles of their own, our envi-      Jesus gives good advice about the nature and use of sexuality,
ronment bombards us with sexual images, pornography in varying knowing that we need life ordered in a particular way in order to live,
degrees of bodily exposure and behavior, accompanied by increased paradoxically, freely. But we all know the end of this story: we do not
and openly disseminated knowledge about the complexity ofhuman live responsibly for ourselves or others, and we simply won't, bound to
desire, even the taboos of female desire( see: What do women want?    failure, no matter how many times we try for better. Sexuality is part
New York Times, Jan. 22, 2009). So what is it about virginity that of our nature, right and good. In fact, sexuality is exciting and hopeful,
actually remains" virginal" in our society?To some degree, it is simply giving humanity desire to draw close and consume the other. Virgin-
the physicality of the ordeal. One can assign the virtues of virginity ity holds promising allure to coming fulfillment. Yet, we are faulted
according to the degree one has joined his or her body with another.    and our society is faulted with the bombardment of sexuality among
However, the thornier part of our discussion has to do with an us. Classical virginity, the reserved body, is perhaps the only option
aspect of virginity often called" purity." How might we understand for virginity today. We want our lives to be fulfilling, our emotions
ideals of a" whole" virginity, inclusive of both chastity and purity,   and our indescribably complex passions to bear fruit in relationships
while continuing to live in a sexually saturated society? In regards and daily work, but yet, often they are not.
to adultery, Jesus says to a crowd, "Whoever looks at a woman with Sex and sexuality become an addiction and virginity an ideal, a
lustful intent has already committed adultery in his heart"( Matthew prize even to be bought on Ebay. We prize the state ofvirginity with
5: 28). It may be that some among us have never considered or dreamed such vigor, yet misunderstand its value and purpose completely. Thus,
about sex and sexuality. For the rest ofus, sexual feelings do not stop we fall and fall, bound to continue misusing the gift of the body for
at mere imagination. Even if one were, technically speaking, a virgin,   our own sake and in sharing this gift with others. It is good that even
it is safe to say that there are plenty of us who are not" virgins of the in our addictions and misadventures with sexuality and relationships,
mind," questioning the true nature of virginity. Sexuality may bring Jesus gave us the true measure of God's hopes for sexuality. The hope
on ambiguity and guilt as it has no apparent bounds in its tentacles
and dream is that we delight in our bodies and seek the gift of mar-
of lust, all ofwhich permeates the very purest among us and leaving riage to delight in the bodies of another even more. Yet, giving the law
many in despair, heavy laden with guilt for our inability to inhibit increases the trespass. Through Jesus' words we recognize the extent of
sexual desire's boundless nature. In such a case there is no such thing our failings to maintain even the demands of classical virginity.
as" virginity," it is similar to any other tenuous ideal, supremely guid-      Pious virginity demands virginity to be a race against impurity,
ing the best of intentions yet always providing the bar under which to the ends of becoming the most pure, ergo most desirable to God.
we are doomed to fall.      Pious virginity seeks to disavow the mind and body from all discus-
Indeed I am acquainted with a few classic virgins.' Ihese are the sion, action, and thought of sex and sexuality until it is partnered with
ones who have" saved" themselves, keeping a tight rein on their sexu-   a specific other in marriage. This is a virginity of fear and falls into
ality within romantic relationships. Furthermore, these young women equally dangerous categories of promiscuity. In fact, it is to make an
have scrupulously kept themselves from talking" too much" about idol of sexuality, seeking sanctification by way of a particular moral-
sex unless within the context of discussions over religiously-minded ity. Wasn't it Leo Tolstoy who wished to create his own religion of
guidebooks such as Joshua Harris's series about dating, seeing an morality, so driven by a passion for humanity well-being? Yet, it was
abundance ofsexual charged behavior in the media. If someone with Tolstoy who had one the most disastrous marriages in history, as well
seemingly lax discretion brings up the topic of sex those committed to
as one of the most profligate sex lives.
sexual purity quickly steer conversation to safer topics. Perhaps these So what are the joys and benefits of virginity?Classical virginity
young men and women will truly be surprised by the task before them
on their wedding nights– and there's nothing wrong with that. Those Virginity to page 19
doesn' t wearpants.• More than three-quarters ofteen females report that their first sexual experience was with a steady boyfriend, a fiance, a husband or a cohabiting partner.
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Youth Ministry
Teaching wholeness
By Jon and Lauren Davis is crucial that the church identifies itself as a place that will love and
M. Div. Middler and Spouse
support its youth through these decisions. This is not to say that the
Sex, youth and church: three words one does not expect to hear church must approve or condone all decisions but that the church
in the same sentence. The topic of youth and sexuality has become supports and cares for its youth through tough situations that the
popularized in the media with Katie Couric's 2005 special report The youth themselves may feel regretful about, as well as healthy and life-
411: Teens and Sex and the plethora of news reports on the subject of giving decisions.
teens, rainbow bracelets and casual " hook-ups." The topic of youth Each commandment and encouragement in Scripture is about
and church brings connotations ofyouth groups, service projects and being in relationship with God, with oneself and with others. Psalm
summer Bible camp to mind. Yet, it is the very same youth that are 139 tells us that we are God's beloved children, and that God's love for
a part ofboth cultures.      us reaches so far that it is beyond our understanding. We are wonder-
One reality is that sex and sexuality are hot topics, particularly for fully made, and our sexuality is part of the fabric that knits us together
youth culture. They have become a normal part of everyday convey-   as a whole person. In 1 Thessalonians 4, we hear that God is concerned
sation through humor, fashion and as ways of socializing. However,   With relationships that do not exploit each other. We hear that out
just as sex and sexuality are exciting, provocative and taboo within of great love for us, God is committed to healthy care of one another.
youth culture, they are bound to be simultaneously scary and con-   As one prominent Lutheran church tells its youth," We all want to be
fusing. Another reality is that as youth grow to be more aware of the loved for who we are, by someone who cares enough to notice how
world around them, youth are curious about God. As questions and very fragile we are deep inside, no matter how we look or act. This is
doubts become more accepted and welcomed within Christian com-   the point of this passage— a dating relationship can so easily become
munities, an inviting space is created for youth. Ifwe are in ministry selfish and when it does, it always hurts others."*
for the whole person, we need to bring together these two realities In addition, it is important for youth to understand the healthy
for our youth. balance of a well- rounded relationship, whether platonic or roman-
We, as individual human beings, are sexual. Our sexuality is a gift tic. A healthy relationship can be divided into six main categories:
from God for which we have been given responsibility. Sexuality is an emotional, physical, social, intellectual, spiritual and level of commit-
ever-growing and changing continuum that one attempts to be aware ment. Emotionally, both people care about each other's needs. They
ofand understand throughout his or her lifetime. Sexuality is a topic seek to be understanding about one another's bad moods, and they
that involves discussion of healthy relationships( both romantic and realize that life does not revolve only around the two of them. Physi-
platonic), image of self, gender characteristics and one' s path of life.   cally, both people are able to communicate what feels appropriate and
When talking with our youth about sexuality it is necessary to rid respect the boundaries of one another. Socially, people spend time
this subject of the guilt and shame that is commonly associated with alone together but also in groups. They trust each other to have other
it. In the context of God' s grace we must journey together, acknowl-   relationships that might or might not include the other, and they do
edging and affirming what scripture states, that" nothing can separate not require each other's presence every minute of every day. Intellec-
us from the love of God."   tually, people in a healthy relationship have a variety of conversations
When beginning to engage this conversation with youth, the foun-   on a variety of topics. They are pretty equal in intellectual interests
dational emphasis must be on the unconditional love of God and of and support each other in intellectual growth. Spiritually, people are
the church. Youth must feel that church is a place where they will not able to convey their beliefs about God and honor the beliefs, simi-
be shamed for their questions and their honesty. Rather than being a lar or different, of the other. Lastly, the level ofcommitment is taken
place which prescribes high morality and overly simple solutions to a into consideration with the other aspects of the healthy relationship.
difficult and complex part of life, church can be a place ofsafety and It is important that each aspect of the relationship be in balance with
open conversation around the subject of sex and sexuality.       the other aspects, as if they can be charted on a graph. By striving for
Conversation in this area must also emphasize empowering youth equality ofcategories, we are able to make good sexual decisions that
into their own responsibility of their sexuality. Too often the church are appropriate, considering the rest of the relationship.
has focused on" the don'ts" of sex and sexuality, where potential con-      Sex and sexuality are incredibly complex topics for many of us, par-
sequences of a sexual relationship are used to shame and scare youth ticularly our youth. We hope to approach this topic with honesty and
away, turning sexuality and sex into guilty and tempting ideas. We openness in the church, bringing youth guidance rather than rules,
find that this brand of" education" leaves youth empty-handed and support rather than shame, and comprehension rather than fear about
ill-equipped in understanding ofwhat healthy sexual activity and sex-   who we are as sexual beings. Let us open ourselves to being vulnerable,
uality might look like at their age. In the end, the responsibility and instead of static and reactive with our youth. Let us answer God' s call
decision for a youth' s sex life is his or her own, so why not begin by to be whole people, in a healthy embrace ofhuman sexuality.
acknowledging this fact? The challenge becomes to empower youth   *
This statement, as well as much ofthe material adapted here comesto make healthy and responsible decisions in their relationships, both
from the 7th Grade Sexuality Retreatfrom Gloria Dei Lutheranplatonic and romantic. At the same time, we might also assure the
Church( St. Paul, Minn.) and the 8th Grade Sexuality Retreatfromyouth that the world of sexuality and relationships is complicated
Zumbro Lutheran Church( Rochester, Minn.).
and difficult, leaving us, at times, feeling unsure of our decisions. It
The average height fora man is 5'9" and average weight 189. The average height for an early 17th- century Englishman was approximately5' 6':• 8y age 15, only 13% of teens have
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Marriage
Sustaininmarriage overtime9
By Pauline Crowder 5.   We recently imposed a series of 50- cent fines on things like
xx abandoned clothing, toilet paper replacement and shower
We have been asked to share wisdom on the subject of sustaining lever positioning. Somehow we feel much less humili-
marriage. As we ponder this complex subject, it is from the perspective ated when our spouse yells," 50- cent toilet paper violation,"
of a marriage ofvery near six years. We realize that neither Willard than if dealt with some other way. Even though no one
Scott nor Paul Harvey will be impressed for another 64 years and yet pays, it really addresses issues that are worth fixing.
it should be mentioned that our six have been good. With this now out 6.   Biting our tongues. This is probably not for everyone, but
in the open, we share these" nuggets" which have worked for us.  we practice it 98% of the time. When trouble strikes, we
1.   Pray together out loud. This is good for lots ofobvious rea-      tend to go silent for somewhere between 5 seconds and 6
sons. It reminds you that you are both children of God and hours. Not totally silent, mind you; just in regard to" the
that God is involved with you as a couple. It also gives each event." Then when we've had a little time to process things,
ofyou extra insight into what stresses and joys your spouse we work through it. This saves a lot of retracting and apolo-
is experiencing.      gizing and damage repair. Good luck with this.
2.   Be deliberate about doing things you enjoy as a couple. If 7.   Finally, a smart person once said that marriage isn't as
you can' t rattle off three or four things right off the top of much about love as it is about forgiveness. When conflict
your head, sit down together and start brainstorming right has raised its ugly head, as it most certainly does, and you
now. Get your calendars out and figure out some times that have had a chance to think things through together, it is
will work for both ofyou, then write them down in ink; important to ask for forgiveness and dole out forgiveness
one more reason to keep track of your planner.   abundantly and generously. Holding a grudge is never a
3.   Random acts of kindness: They're not just for strangers.  good idea, but especially not with the person you depend
upon to warm up your freezing toes as you crawl into bed.
4.   Staff meetings( for lack of a better term). We have only
used them once or twice but they have been helpful. Set In the end, we have the overwhelming sense, and maybe you do too,
them up when you will have an hour of relative peace that none of these are finally the single thing that sustains marriage.
and quiet. Be very careful not to sound accusatory when So in our joy at being together, we turn to God with thanksgiving
requesting a staff meeting. Get a little snack, a nice bev- and recognize good married relationship as a gracious gift from God.
erage and sit in the comfortable chairs. Then start off It is Christ who sustains us and melts our hearts each day to be faith-
semi-officially and take turns being good listeners. Take ful to one another, and that is a much bigger deal than either Willard
notes, try not to get too serious and heavy and yet state two Scott or Paul Harvey.
or three" growth areas" for your household to work on.
Rending but notfor class 11-g
By Colin Grangaard Sex and sexuality discussions immediately i = Sex
M. Div. Senior get my mind compiling lists of rules, often
Throughout my life I can recall a long contradictory, that I've picked up from all
and awkward series of conversations about
manner of places and people. Through youth
sex. I remember my dad giving me some and young adult ministry, I' ve found that I've       " ,., 
ground rules about the difference between changed roles and now, like so many others
girls and boys in the car after a baseball game.   here at seminary, I' m trying to figure out
dren of God or objectified. I was especially
I remember when a Sunday school teacher What to say about Christian sexuality in spite
struck by the section when he talked about
talked about how important it was that we of all the bad and often contradictory rules
the trouble people get into when they identify
didn't rush into anything we weren't ready
that I've picked up.       
themselves either as" angels" or" animals." He
for, probably before I had a good idea ofwhat
I picked up Rob Bell' s book Sex God and talks about our tendency to set expectations
she was talking about. I remember snicker-   really
appreciated his approach. He moves for ourselves that are either entirely without
ing with my friends and poking fun at the through a series of images and stories,
which
recognition
tof
ourselves
assume that
al
are
s, like
lectures on maintaining virginity that we
lead the reader into larger discussions of g subject
received from the LCMS pastor that taught important aspects of sexuality. Bell leads us
to our animal desires, like animals.
at our little LCMS middle school. I remem-   through a discussion rather than trying to illustrations
It' ll helpful to have new images and
push a set of rules. He weaves a series of to on to start the discussion withber when one ofmy best friends fainted while P
pics
next time the sex discussion comes up in a
taking the" female parts" section of the sex
together through stories, Biblical principles
education quiz in health class in 10th grade.    and experiences of people treated as chil-   
congregation.
ever had sex. However,by the time they reach age 19, seven in 10 teens have engaged in sexual intercourse.• Men who ejaculate on average 5 times a week have a lower lifetime
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Single Life
A real    (single)     li e
By Patricia Lull with grandparents or children. In the call process anticipate at least
Dean of Students
one pointed question about your plans to date or your explanation
When I set out from seminary I never imagined that I would not for why you are not married. Some congregations are just not com-
marry. Like some ofyou, I was a 25- year-old seminary graduate who fortable with a leader who comes without a family. However, many
was single." For now— not for always," I told myself more congregations are prepared to receive single leaders with open-
We live in a culture with a bias toward coupling. Even though sta-   ness. Prefer the latter. They are always healthier.
tistics suggest that more American households fall into the category of Offer others a model ofgenerous hospitality.When I visit some-
single adult not living with children" than any other category, singles one' s home, I count the chairs at the table. An odd number signals a
are a hidden plurality.Truth be told, most of us will spend some time Welcome to solitary guests as well as couples. Whether you are single or
in our adult years living on our own. I want to share five things that I married, invite persons from all sorts of households to be a part ofyour
have learned about being a solitary person in the Christian church.     life. Widows and widowers, as well as those who are divorced or never
Being single is a way to inhabit a life, not a stage on the way to married, will notice that you understand them in a special way.
a life. The Christian faith is extraordinary in its proclamation that a Remember Jesus. Think of the stories that highlight the solitary
person need not marry in order to come fully into the household of nature ofJesus' life. If the Holy Family is one model for marriage,
God. Those solitary worshippers on Sunday morning are as much a the Holy Son is a model for singleness. The lakeshore, the mountain,
part of the community of faith as are the families with young chil-   the road to Emmaus, all found Jesus navigating his life with God on
dren and the couples who have been married for sixty years. Ifyou are his own. When all is said and done, community and solitary life are
single yourself, consider the powerful witness you are able to make both facets of the human experience. The challenge is to embrace each
about God's presence in your life. If you are married, listen to your-   Without preferring only one.
self to see if you do speak more freely of the ministry of couples and
families than you do of those who are single. Is this cultural bias or y
biblical mandate?    u     '
Z n t;    EIeLearn to entertain ourself Whether you are single today or willY Y Y
be single someday, there is a graceful art to keeping one's own coun- RI    ,sel. Cultivate an interior life that will sustain you wherever you find fyi
yourself.Acquire some solitary habits. Living on my own has given Thi tax taws-for cler are confusing That'swhyme the opportunity to hone lots of those skills and practices, but my
we're hanging on tour dough and you artwisest married friends have similar habits of independence and reflec- p,.      
J11 tssu af}Eftive living.       
Recognize the dominance of coupledom for the social bias it is.       
ryIfyou are single, you will be treated differently in a variety of church      „     
contexts. At wedding receptions you can expect to be seated at tables audirtg, Stealir"9
lacin€  and   +   on.;.
Virginity from page 16
Acbordinq to the onstitution we have the right to e, ibert01y  'pe mlWEcontinues to exist, yet society makes it quite difficult to allow space for ro
pious virginity. Purity of the mind is perhaps not even programmed We`   ad to return the t5- pager at tli nsk of killing too man
trees.The cola he anti-environmentalist Republican in usinto our very being. Even more so, pious virginity may be a virginity wants to efficin Hage the environment but the Seventh
of fear and avoidance, neglecting the very fact that sexuality is part of Commandmentsgipped us dead in ourtrack
human creation and parcel to God's intent at driving us toward,rath rmff'':;:
than away from one another. It seems true virginity is living with hope Commandment Seven has to do with our stufztur stuff and the
rld's stuff.Maybe it' s all God s`,stuff.fitheri ay, were supposedfor its end that one day the body will be fully shared and enjoyed with       ' o have it, hang on to it and not take anyone elses. So talk about
another. However, maintaining healthy physical decisions, perhaps your property,€treven someone,else's Iden t vrrj we' re not up to
alongside measured social and media exposure from sexual behavior,     covetinq" yet), What r5 p`71yrty in a work{creaii and belonging to
encourages the notion that the best sex and utter delight in the gifts of     !  od?So let us,Ponzrt tfyour time: Steal'afew minutes and
sexuality are fully given in committed relationships. The old marital nd in your artrdes MIoffgets your paycheck,/,A`
VOW," forsaking all others," is not meant to be a curse, but a freedom l
rtictes are due Wednes a
to take joy in the flesh without uncertainty. Virginity is rarely meant Ay March 13.
to be forever. Virginity, however, is also not meant to be a set of rigid tf interested in berg solrefuture, please sendcrtecfr.artrcles
inuri!;
rules which take away from the natural drive and purpose of sexual-       ane-rnarjto cong' d@tuthersebr.edu. Pay rate is$ 1s perarticle with
ity.Truly,virginity is the waiting room of hope, anticipating the one up to 3 wordis'     2S per article with more than 3Et rcrrds  „Y Y Y P P
A,,to share the fullness and joy of sex to come.   ll
risk ofprostate cancer.• The majority ofsexually experienced teens( 74% offemales and 82% ofmales) used contraceptives the first time they had sex.• Men are most aroused by
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Definitions
Label,   not libel
By Margaret Kelly Transgender: Often used as a main self-label for gender. Often a
M. Div. Senior person who predominantly uses" transgendered" as their main label
I was asked by the editors to write something about sexuality. What lives as FTM or MTF, but does not identify as transsexual.
to do? So many possibilities! I decided that the best option was to
Genderqueer: Refers to someone who identifies as between male
work through some of the sexual and gender identities that exist.   and female, neither or both. This fluidity may include time( identify-
These terms can be confusing, even to those of us who live and work ing as male sometimes, female other times and neither or both other
among communities of various sexual identities. I have learned that times) or may be complex, but static( identifying in the middle all
I prefer the term, "queer." I do not get to label someone else. I listen the time). Genderqueer people may or may not appear gender non-
for what a person prefers to label him or herself.A basic tenet of pas-   conforming at any given time.
toral care, correct?
I present this information, because as
future pastors, we have a responsibility to
know what marginalized communities are   "
This probably raises more questions than anything."like. I believe this can be helpful as we con-
sider ministry.
Sexual Orientation: This refers to whom
you are attracted.
Gender Identity: This refers to how you perceive and experience Queer: This can be used as a" catchall" phrase. As an identifier, it
your own gender( man, woman, boy, transgender, genderqueer, etc.).   can be used two ways:
Self-perception and attraction are two different, but related, parts of 1)   An umbrella to cover the whole community.
experience and identity. 2)   By people who feel that they do not fit into one of the
LGBT/GLBT: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender/ Gay, Les-    LGBT categories.
bian, Bisexual and Transgender or any other combination of those People started using" queer" as a reclaimed word. It is still viewed
words. Sometimes expanded to LGBTQQIA—Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,   by some as a hateful word. Many young people now hear the wordsTransgender, Queer, Questioning, Intersexed and Allies. An acronym   " lesbian" or" gay" used as insults, and so prefer not to use those words
used to identify the broader community other than" gay." These terms
evolved because people felt using the term" gay" made other sexual
as self identification. The term is used to identify with a growing com-
munity that refers to itself as" queer" or" genderqueer" politically, notorientations and gender identities invisible or less important.
Lesbian: A woman who is physically, sexually, spiritually and emo-   
identifying with the mainstream LGBT movement. It is also used not
to limit oneself to a label that may not be fully accurate or change
tionally attracted to other women.
over time. Do not use to identify someone unless they have specifi-Gay: 1) A man who is physically, sexually, spiritually and emotion-
ally attracted to other men. 2) An umbrella term used for the entire Cally identified themselves as queer.
LGBT community. Not used as commonly by younger generations
Intersex: People born with external genitalia, internal reproduc-
tive organs and/or endocrine systems that are different from others.
as it can be seen as making lesbian, bisexual and transgender identi- There is no single" intersex body," as it encompasses a wide variety ofties less visible than gay men.
Bisexual: This includes people who are physically, sexually, spiri-   conditions that do not have anything in common, except that they are
tually and emotionally attracted to others regardless of their gender.   
deemed" abnormal" by society. Intersex people are similar only in their
They may have a fulfilling intimate relationship with persons of any
reclaim" intersex"
eriences of ds part of heir
identzation
and not ity,but iy. Somes not la freely
chosenntersex
people
gender. According to a study at Duke University, bisexual people are
no more promiscuous than heterosexual people. Bisexual people do category of gender. Many intersex people identify as men or women
not need to date or have relationships with both a man and a woman    (
see paraphrase from Emi Koyoma). It is important to not assume that
in order tbe satisfied.      
an intersex person identifies as transgender or vice versa.
I recognize this is a lot of information. This probably raises moreTransgender: This is a word used by many people whose self-expe-
rienced gender does not match the gender they were assigned at birth,   
questions than anything. Feel free to ask me any questions. Also,
Lutherans Concerned is a good resource( www.lcna.org), as well asIt is a large category used to cover many different experiences listed
below. It is important to allow an individual person or group identify Parents, Families and Friends ofLesbians and Gays also has very good
themselves with the words they choose and let them define what the
information (www.pflag.org). The Task Force gives information on
words mean for them. It is equally important to believe and respect
legal and social issues surrounding the aforementioned topics( http://
those words and definitions. www.thetaskforce.org/).
Transsexual: Usually someone who was assigned male or female,   This article was compiled with assistancefrom Dylan Flunker, the
but who identifies fully as and seeks a transition to female or male Lutheran Volunteer Corps Intern at Lutherans Concerned/North
respectively). Male to Female( MTF) or female to male( FTM). America.
the smell ofcheese pizza, roast beef,and orange.• The majority of the decline in teen pregnancy rates is due to more consistent contraceptive use, the rest is due to higherpropor-
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Health and Finance
Faith andMone
IN
y It oundarl
By Erica Kennedy
Assistant Director Financial Aid By Karen Treat
Seminary Parish NurseSex and money, two societal taboos, are known to cause a great
deal of stress in relationships. Many marriages end in divorce over You slartll nat commit adultery." Exodus
money and sex. And most of us know that these taboos also exist in 20.14
the church. Well, it looks like we've entered a new time( thank good-  Boundaries are importantwith social/
ness) and we' re ready to faithfully wrestle with sex and money issues,       interpersonalwell- being. Living as God
and maybe even together. As people of faith and leaders in the church,       would want for us is given through the
we know money was Jesus' second most favorite topic. So what's hold-       boundaries of the Law and in the grace F
ing us back?     of Jesus Christ_ Undersra nding bound-
Imagine you're on a beautiful beach. A hundred yards or so out in aries are not always so easy.
the water someone has set out some ropes and buoys. Beyond the ropesrrdaries are important when working with people,
and buoys are dangerous undertows and shark activity. Within the IF esspeIly in the church. We have all heard about the church
boundaries, you can swim and play in safety and complete freedom. lead whose boundaries beeame ilurred'aard they were found
Can you go beyond the buoys? Of course you can. It's pretty easy in a' re'lationship they had not planned. When I see church
to swim underneath the rope and venture out. Is it smart to go beyond leaders4p in situations where they have lost control it brings
the buoys?No, because you're likely to get sucked down by the under-       up ql& i ins for me: What brought thetas to that point ofself-
tow or eaten alive by sharks.    der lion? "Did they lose sight of their personal boundaries
Now, think for a minute about a budget. It sets safe boundaries to all the areas of well- being? Did they forget why they took
for how to use money. By spending within the limits, you can safely the office ofordained ministry? What about the centrality of
and freely enjoy spending.      God's love and grace in their Lives?
What happens when we spend beyond the limits?We get sucked In my capacity as a parish nurse and having worked in the
down by the undertow of debt and eaten by a whole series of finan-       church over e decade, I would recommend we all take care of
cial sharks that want a piece of us.     our social/ interpersonal and vocational well-being. Itis pretty
Until I heard this story during a Good$ ense Budget Course, I simple to beep attention to those, you love, even in ministry
understood budgeting as a stressful, negative and restrictive activity Vocational-w 1- being encourages us in our sense of call within
only to be avoided or used by people who were in financial crisis. But,       all aspects ofour lives. Coming back to the giftswe are given to
when I heard this story, it changed everything forme. This image pro-       live out God's promises keeps us ever aware ofourboundaries, ..
vides a way for us to think about boundaries and budgets with a sense to maintain healthy relationships and productiveministry,
of freedom rather than from a sense of restriction.       I think God knew we needed boundaries when God gave
So, what are your experiences with a budget? Ropes and sharks and us the Law. God also knew we needed Grace through the life
fear of the other side or the beauty ofswimming in the sense of free-       and death ofJesus Christ. Thank Gpd for both.
Imdom you've created? Creating and using a budget is the first step to
financial freedom and provides the means to reduce and even elimi-
nating stress in many relationships. I hope this image invites you to
also experience the freedom to live in the abundance that God pro-
vides for you. Fidelity from page 14
with us beyond measure" ( Lam. 5: 21- 22).
On this journey, I am not at a final destination but on a road east
Hot sex from page 12 of Eden, only trekking haphazardly toward the setting sun. Moving
forward is rough business, filled with regret and loneliness. Only from
another" ( Job 31: 9- 10)     the high hill of experience can I begin to acknowledge the messiness
of my past. My bedrock of fidelity sits atop the cross; the promise ofAfter Samson was betrayed by Delilah, " the Philistines took him,   a new creation compels me to love, though I' d often rather not. To
and put out his eyes and"bound him with fetters of brass; and he did deny love after loss would be to deny the humanity I experience ingrind in the prison house" ( Judges 16: 21). This is normally taken to the primal fear that grips me moment by moment.
mean he was forced to labor at the mill, grinding meal. But the rab-      Where fidelity fails, restoration comes in the most unexpected ofbis understood this as having a sexual meaning— that he was held ways. Fidelity is fool' s gold without forgiveness. I am forgiven, and I
captive for the purpose of" grinding" women! A Talmudic tractate forgive her. Not because I deserve it, not because she deserves it, but
Sotah 9b- 10a) explains that Samson continued his profligate life in because it is part and parcel of the promise of fidelity. From this high
prison, and the Philistine women set aside all considerations of mar-   hill, I' m realizing what I need most, and I' m learning a lesson largerital bonds in the hopes of gaining offspring who would inherit his than my past: Fidelity forces my hand; forgiveness is my only path
strength and stature.
toward healing.
tions ofteens choosing to delaysexual activity.• In lune 2006, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved the vaccine Gardasil as safe and effective for use among girls and
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Entertainment
The Temptation ofAdam, or
Speculationf How I Stopped Worrying andSweet Sound o Learned to See the World"
ByJeni Grangaard Oh Marie ifyou wouldstay then we couldstickpins in the map/
M. Div. Senior Ofall the places where you thought that love would befound/
I consider one ofmy greatest successes on internship to be learn- But I would only need onepin to show where my hearts at/In a
ing the lyrics to the song" To the Dogs or Whoever" verbatim. " To top secret location three hundredfeet under the ground
the Dogs or Whoever" is the opening track from Josh Ritter's 2007 Oh we could hold each other close and stay up every night/ Look-
album The Historical Conquests ofJosh Ritter. It was no easy feat, but ing up into the dark like its the night sky/ pretend this giant
in six minute increments( the time it took me to get from my apart- missile is an old oak tree instead/And carve our name in hearts
ment to the church), over months of sustained discipline, I can now into the warhead
sing the song on command. Think Bob Dylan's" Subterranean Home-
sick Blues" meets hyper-literate narratives complete with historical, Oh Marie there's something tells me things just wont work out
biblical and fictional images.    above/ That our love would live a half-life on the surface/ So at
Josh Ritter grew up Lutheran. Baptized and confirmed, he grew night while you are sleeping/ I holdyou closer just because/ As
up in Moscow, Idaho and cut his teeth in singing, songwriting and our time grows short Iget a little nervous
playing his guitar in Lutheran summer camps. His Lutheran identity So I think about the Big One, WW.I.I.I./Would we ever reallyis heard in his lyrics, most notably with his awareness and under- care the world had ended/ You could hold me here forever like
standing of the keys of the kingdom in the songs" Girl in the War" you're holding me tonight/ I think about thatgreat big red but-because the keys to the kingdom got locked inside the kingdom") 
ton and I'm tempted
and" Thin Blue Flame" (" Ifwhat's loosed on earth will be loosed up
on high/ It's a Hell of a Heaven we must go to when we die") from the I' d be remiss if I failed to mention the correlation to Stanley
2006 album Animal Years.  Kubrick's 1964 film " Dr. Strangelove," or, " How I Stopped Worry-
Ritter and The New Pornographers were constant companions for ing and Learned to Love the Bomb," in which a mentally AWOL Air
me while on internship. Perhaps an apology for The New Pornogra-    Force General, aptly named Jack D. Ripper, sets in motion a nuclear
phers ought to fit in this issue, first for their adultery and sex, but their attack on Russia, who are threatening to pollute the precious bodily
name is nothing more than a response to a 1950s pamphlet by Jimmy fluids of Americans. This attack sets off the doomsday device and
Swaggart stating that rock' n' roll is" the new pornography"( Magnet,    annihilates the world, all to the soundtrack of" We' ll Meet Again,"
October 13, 2005). But no, I' ve been dreaming about the song" The by Vera Lynn.
Temptation ofAdam" also from The Historical Conquests ofJosh Rit-       In this song Adam learns to love the bomb by being infatuated
ter for this particular issue. with Marie in an attempt to keep her for his own keeping. Beyond
The lyrics tell the love story:    the explicit love song, Ritter zeros in on the temptation to avoid the
If this was the Cold War we could keep each other warm/ I World, buffering oneself from all that is outside and bad by preoccu-
said on the first occasion that I met Marie/ We were crawling pying oneselfwith all that is good, in Adam's case, with undistracted
through the hatch that was the missile silo door/ And I dont love. But the sheltered life is not a full life." Ritter quietly revels in the
think that she really thought that much ofme/ I never had to simplicity of the end times, acknowledging that his romance would
learn to love her like Ilearned to love the Bomb/ Shejust came crumble if it weren' t unfolding in isolation. In the process, he learns
along and started to ignore me/ But as we waitedfor the Big that he doesn't so much mind the world' s annihilation, provided he
One/ Istartedsinging her my songs/AndI think she startedfeel-
gets to hold someone when it happens"( NPR," The Bright Side of the
ingsomethingfor me World' s Annihilation," Sept 4, 2007).
Whether it be love or" precious bodily fluid," trying to protect
We passed the time with crosswords that she thought to bring the thing by destroying what's external to it leads to the thing's own
inside/ Whatfive letters spell` apocalypse" she asked me/ I won destruction. Searching for peace by creating war, exporting democ-
her over singin'" W.W.I.I.I.'%And we smiled and we both knew racy by attempting despotism and touting security while stripping
that she' d misjudged me/ Oh Marie, it was so easy tofall in love freedoms all lead toward the destruction of those things that we hold
with you/ Itfelt almost like a home ofsorts or something/ And so dear.
you would keep the warhead missile silo good as new/ And I'd I wonder about those things we feel we need to uphold, as if they
watch you with my thumb above the button would fall away without our safekeeping. We fight to preserve and pro-
Then one nightyoufound me in my army issue cot/ Andyou told tect God's Spirit by demanding it works in one way but not another,
me ofyourflash ofinspirationl You saidfusion was the broken
though we believe John's words that the wind blows where it chooses.
heart thats Lonely's only thought/ And all night longyou drove We define church as buildings and statistics and measure growth in
me wild with your equations
numbers, though it is where the word is preached and the sacraments
given. We keep people from hearing the gospel when we bind it with
Oh Marie doyou remember all the time we used to take/ Makin' rigid rules for its correct proclamation, though it is Christ's own Word
love and then ransack the rations/ I think aboutyou leaving in our own words that creates faith and brings new life.
now and the avalanche cascades/ And my eyes get washed away Peace is our profession.
in chain reactions
women aged 9-26. The vaccine prevents infection with the types ofHPVmost likely to lead to cervical cancer.• Ancient Greek men and women, and even many today, use olive oil
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Events
Calendar ofevents
By Marie Olson James J. Hill house. Also along this stretch views of the Mississippi River and the sky-
M. Div. Middler is the St. Paul Governor' s mansion. Search line." While this restaurant boasts a spread
online if you want more history before you of seafood for a fine dining experience, don'tIs the winter draining on you? Getting go, and note that many think that dusk is the forget to enjoy the atmosphere at a lower cost
cabin fever? Is your pocketbook also feeling a best time to view these beautiful houses.    by coming for happy hour from 4 p.m.- 6:30,
little thin?Check out these events and enter-   which features $ 4 martinis and wine, $ 3
tainment ideas to get out of your place fora
famesJ. HillHouse
brews and$ 5 appetizers.
minimal cost.
240 Summit Ave, St. Paul, MN
Minneapolis Institute ofArts
Skateville 5- 8 2400 Third Ave, Minneapolis, MN
201 S River Rdg Cir, Burnsville, MN If you want to do more than drive by, the 0James J. Hill house also offers tours on a reg-
4. 50-$ 7.00 Admission, Skate Rental$ 1- 3 ular basis, where you can not only get a feel for The Minneapolis Institute of Arts has a
A great outing for all ages, Skateville is a low the Victorian interior but also a little more his-       remarkable collection of art, spanning centu-
cost, unique adventure that will make you feel tory of the area. James J. Hill was the founder ries. This is a great outing for art lovers, and at
like a kid again! Monday nights are Rock n'       of the Great Northern Railroad and had a the price, it is a great place to check out to see
Roll nights, while the first Tuesday of every great impact on the economy in this area. This ifyou might be ready to become an art lover!
month features Christian music. http://www.       is a great outing for history buffs! http:// www.       http://www.artsmia.org/
skateville.com mnhs.org/ places/ sites/ jjhh/
Tropics
Chris Tomlin
Indoor Water Park Monk-jazz at Lincoln Center March 29, 7:00pm, Xcel Energy Center
4600 Victoria St N, Shoreview, MN Orchestra with Wynton Tickets$ 23- 33
7- 8 Marsalis Looking for a night of inspiring, exciting
Still looking for an escape from Minnesota March 6, Orchestra Hall, Student prices Christian music? Check out Chris Tomlin
winter?Try a trip to the Shoreview commu-       $ 10- 15 while he's in town! Tickets are going fast so
nity center water park! This tropical venue is get yours soon! http://www.xcelenergycenter.
complete with water slides, floating sea crea-       
Come hear some amazing Jazz music
e
com/ index2.jsp
tures, a water walk, and other water games. A
Orchestra Hall. Wyntd i Mat to b is a sed.nomenal trumpeter an s no e miss
Day Pass will also give you access to the com-       While the Minnesota Orchestra does not play Dave Barnes Concert
munity center's gyms, fitness centers and track.       for this particular concert, remember to check
http://www.ci. shoreview.mn.us/ TROPICS/       
out their schedule for other must-see concerts.       $ 13 in advance,$ 15 at the door
Tropics.html
http://www.minnesotaorchestra.orgP      Varsity' Iheater, March 8th
SummitAvenue Tickets available at the Loring Pasta BarVIC's on the Minneapolis which is a delicious restaurant in Dinky-
599 Summit Ave, St Paul, MN town), Dave Barnes has delightful acousticRiverfront guitar skills. While Barnes is not marketed
0( except for a little gas money)    201 Main St SE, Minneapolis as a Christian artist his music is said to have
A must-see boulevard in St. Paul, Summit Ave-   Christian themes. The Varsity Theater is a
nue is boasted as the longest remaining stretch
Minneapolis, MN 55414 very intimate venue which is great for see-
of Victorian houses in the United States at 5 Interested in a fine dining experience? City ing Barnes as he is very interactive with the
miles. 599 Summit is where F. Scott Fitzger-       Guide describes VIC' s thus:" unadorned floor-       audience.
ald once lived, and 240 Summit is the famous to- ceiling windows give every table incredible
Life together from page 11
to draw on the consummation of evening. Sometimes the mattress into the intimacy ofneighbors. I don't particularly desire to know the
creaks. Sometimes there is gentle whispering, as though they ought details of their time together. Yet, it is a good and healthy reassur-
to keep quiet, as not to wake the neighbors. I roll over and try to ance that love is what comes after a long day at work and cleaning up
think about tomorrow' s responsibilities or attempt to turn on some the evening meal. After a full day, there is still time for love among
white noise to give the happy couple some privacy. Yet mostly, I am us. And while we may blush at the thought, it is a sign that love is
thankful for them.  in full bloom in the midst of this winter. Even between the hollow
Perhaps it is unseemly that others should have such invasive insight walls of Sandgren.
to wash their hair, bathe, and polish theirskin.• There were 214,750 abortions among 15- 19- year-olds in 2002.- As a tranquilizer,sexis 10 times more effective than volium.
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Table Talk
The Concord asks...
What are your best tips    "My Grandma once told me that you should
for sex and relationships?  know his middle name and every member ofp his family before climbing into bed."
Rebecca Matthews
Its pretty helpful while dating to have a
sibling of the opposite sex ( to talk about things
with)."
Mark Matthews, M.Div. Senior
Take` being one' seriously, but never stop `being two: And
don't forget to wash the sheets immediately."
Jen Kuntz, M.Div. Senior
o
Always start and end each day
with I` love you'."     A good lubricant is necessary.
Jim Bach And know how to talk about it."
Remember the rules are Ingrid Skilbred, M.Div. Senior
different for everybody."   I don't think I can top that. But
Gail Bach, M.Div. Senior one day I hope to..."
Dane Skilbred, M.Div. Senior
Communication!"
JeffGoodrich y'      "Never go to bed angry."
M.Div. Senior I
Erica Kennedy, FinancialAid Office
Down the Hill
Luther Seminary through
Birds meet bees younger eyes
By Andreas Thul( age 15) or maybe I did and I just can't remember. Relationships can be joyous
Son of Daryl and JennieThul and sorrowful, guiding and guideless, and include times of hopeful-
In my opinion, relationships means to be connected with other
ness and depression. In each one of these words lays a greater truth
things. Relationships do not have to be with other people. They can and meaning that we realize. Relationships are everything and yet
be with the things you love. I have a relationship with my dogs, Bruce nothing: they give but take, they show and hide.
and Evan. They are very loving and they really enjoy snuggling, espe-      Sexuality can and can't be a good thing. Some examples of the ups
cially when I need a little comfort. Friends can also be in relationships
to sex are pleasure, reproduction and love, and the downs to sex are
with you. Ifyou like to be around them and you do stuffwith them over-population and sexually transmitted diseases( like, STDs and
then you are in a relationship with them. AIDS). Humans, especially females all over the world, have started
My mother told me that sexuality is a sub- topic of relationships. I to pursue their educations and wait until they are almost too old to
really did not want to write about sexuality. I am a freshman in high have children. So, because of this there is a declining birth rate so this
school and I have thought about sex once or twice. Well, you have turns into a declining work force. This has happened in many coun-
to learn about it in school and it is better to learn about this topic tries like Italy and countries in Europe. This brings us to the fact that
sooner rather than later. I have not learned about sexuality in church,   
sex is one of the most important aspects of our lives.
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